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ABSTRACT  

 
This report summarizes results of a cooperative study aimed at improving longwall 
mining conditions in Illinois.  The study focused on: 1) Identifying mechanisms of 
instability in set-up rooms and where they connect with headgate and/or tailgate entries, 
2) Developing alternate 3-entry and 4-entry set-up room geometries using 3-D numerical 
analyses, 3) Implementing developed geometries in cooperation with mining 
professionals and regulatory agencies, and 4) Demonstrating performance of 
implemented geometries through field monitoring. This research continues a previously 
completed, ICCI-funded project and was performed in cooperation with The American 
Coal Company at their Galatia Mine complex.  
 
Illinois longwall mining operations typically experience ground control problems (roof 
falls, rib sloughing, floor heave, etc.) within set-up room layouts and around their 
intersections with gate entries (T-junctions). These problem areas occur where set-up 
rooms for an adjacent longwall panel, yet to be mined, connect with gate entries at 
around the same location as set-up rooms for the longwall panel currently being mined.  
The problems manifest as highly fractured immediate roof strata, major shear zones in the 
roof, horizontal displacements within excavations that result in bolt heads being sheared 
off, floor heave and severe rib sloughing. Similar observations have also been made in 
longwall mines in Utah.  
 
In seeking solutions that improve ground control in development entries, this study 
successfully demonstrated the alternate set-up room geometry developed during the 
previous ICCI-funded project, and successfully designed and implemented subsequent 
alternate geometries in set-up rooms and development entries that were even more stable 
and presented no ground control problems during the mining process. In addition, the 
project team successfully guided the coal company while the longwall face mined 
through faulted areas. This was achieved through the use of numerical modeling 
techniques to develop a calibrated model based on mechanisms of observed instabilities 
that predicted the ground behavior very well.  This model has demonstrated its 
effectiveness for several designs at this mine, including expected movements along faults 
in set-up rooms and development entries. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Illinois longwall mining operations typically experience ground control problems such as 
roof falls, rib sloughing, and floor heave resulting in safety and production issues. They 
are most commonly found within set-up rooms (SR), around T-junctions of recovery 
rooms and SR, and less frequently in gate development entries. SR problems are 
concentrated around areas where the SR for the longwall panel to be mined connect with 
gate entries in the same area as the SR of the longwall panel currently being mined or 
previously mined longwall panels. In spite of heavy ground support in these areas, 
ground control problems manifest themselves as highly fractured immediate roof strata, 
major shear zones in the roof, shearing off roof bolt heads, floor heave, and severe rib 
sloughing. Similar problems are also experienced around tailgate entries near the 
longwall face and around T-junction areas.  
 
During a smaller scale study as part of a previous project,[1] several mechanisms leading 
to ground control problems were identified based on field measurements. It was 
hypothesized that most of the ground control problems in SR and T-junction areas were 
related to vertical and lateral displacement.  These movements are related to surface 
subsidence over mined-out SR areas that cause a buildup of energy in the areas where SR 
for the adjacent longwall face will be driven. This stored energy is released when the SR 
are mined causing the aforementioned ground control problems. Field monitoring of roof-
to-floor convergence and horizontal displacements of roof and pillars in the longwall face 
area being mined confirmed this hypothesis. Monitoring data were reported to various 
industry professionals who agreed with the hypothesis and committed to a further study 
of the problem.  That led to the goals of this project, which were to: 1) Identify 
mechanisms of instability in the SR and their T-junctions with headgate and tailgate 
entries, 2) Develop alternate 3-entry and 4-entry SR geometries using 3-D numerical 
analyses, 3) Implement developed geometries in cooperation with mining professionals 
and regulatory agencies, and 4) Demonstrate performance of implemented geometries 
through field monitoring. This research is a continuation of the previous study and was 
performed in cooperation with The American Coal Company at their Galatia Mine 
complex.  
 
The cooperating coal company in southern Illinois operates two longwall faces, one in 
each of two adjoining mines. The longwall faces are typically 1,000 feet wide at depths 
ranging from 500-600 feet and extract coal from the 6-ft thick Herrin seam. The pre-
mining regional horizontal stress field is oriented approximately N75°E with a maximum 
compressive stress of 1,100 psi and a secondary stress of about 600 psi. Most longwall 
panels in both mines are oriented so that the longwall face is in the N-S direction and the 
face advances from west to east, but three panels are oriented with the face at N28°E and 
the face advancing from S28°E to N62°W. The mine operates in a highly transitional 
immediate roof lithology between typical Energy shale and black shale-limestone 
sequence. The immediate roof strata above the coal seam consists of two feet each of 
black shale, gray shale, and weak limestone; three feet of weak shale; four feet of 
competent limestone, and 37 feet of thick shale above the competent limestone. The 
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lithologic sequence below the coal seam consists of three feet each of weak claystone, 
gray shale, and weak limestone; and 41 feet of thick shale below the weak limestone. 
 
These studies were conducted in four different longwall panels at the company’s two 
mines. Studies in one mine (designated as Mine A) were in response to historical ground 
control problems within SR and T-junction areas of SR and gate development entries.  In 
7th West panel of Mine A, problems were severe enough to require relocation of SR and 
altering mining plans to compensate for lost production. During the previous ICCI-
funded project,[1] a redesigned 4-entry system was developed and demonstrated in the 
adjacent 8th West panel.  This geometry increased the size of the pillar bordering the 
actual set-up room, but continued with mining 4-way intersections. Also as part of that 
project, another 4-entry system utilizing 3-way intersections was developed based on 3-D 
numerical modeling and demonstrated in the room bordering the bleeder entry. This 
project studied those SR and gate entry geometries. Modeling results were compared with 
field observations at multiple locations within SR and adjoining areas with reasonable 
correlation. Using this data, an alternate SR geometry with 3-way intersections was 
developed and demonstrated with success on the 6th, 7th, and 8th East panels at Mine A. 
These panels had faces oriented N28°E and mined from southeast to northwest. Also in 
these three panels, a series of faults intersected headgate development entries and SR. 
The project team successfully guided the coal company while mining through these 
faulted areas. This was achieved through the use of numerical modeling techniques to 
develop a calibrated model that predicted ground behavior very well. This model has 
demonstrated its effectiveness for several designs at this mine including expected 
movements along faults in SR and development entries. 
 
A second alternate mining geometry was studied at the complex’s other mine (designated 
as Mine B).  A 3-entry SR geometry was designed for the 2nd West panel with a N-S 
oriented face advancing from west to east. This 3-entry geometry allows faster 
development than a 4-entry system, requires less primary and secondary supports, and 
has a smaller mining footprint. This geometry also used larger pillars bordering the actual 
set-up room, but cross-cuts (XCs) were staggered to minimize 4-way intersections. 
Although not monitored as part of this project, this geometry was successfully 
demonstrated in two adjacent panels without experiencing ground control problems 
during SR development and subsequent longwall face advance.  
 
Overall, the developed numerical model has proven to be a very effective tool in 
identifying problematic areas of ground control prior to planned mining of SR and T-
junctions.  In the two field demonstration studies, it allowed operators to take pre-
emptive action for improved ground control. This study has provided a significant 
amount of confidence for future use of the model in other operating longwall mines in 
Illinois and to use it for planning new longwall mining operations. 
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OBJECTIVES 
 

The goals of this industry-academia-government cooperative project were to: 1) Identify 
mechanisms of instability in the SR and their T-junctions with headgate (HG) and tailgate 
(TG) entries, 2) Develop alternate 3-entry and 4-entry SR geometries using 3-D 
numerical analyses, 3) Implement developed geometries in cooperation with mining 
professionals and regulatory agencies, and 4) Demonstrate performance of implemented 
geometries through field monitoring.  
 
This research is a continuation of a previously completed project funded by the ICCI[1] 
and was performed in cooperation with The American Coal Company at their Galatia 
Mine complex. This project integrated laboratory testing with in-mine measurements and 
numerical modeling to guide the engineering design and field implementation of alternate 
geometries in both SR and gate entry developments. This project was completed in five 
tasks: 1) Development of geotechnical data base, 2) Field instrumentation and monitoring 
of SR and gate development entries, 3) Geotechnical modeling of current and alternate 
SR and gate entry mining geometries, 4) Field implementation of alternate geometries, 
and 5) Technology and information transfer. 

 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

 
Illinois longwall mining operations typically experience ground control problems such as 
roof falls, rib sloughing, and floor heave resulting in safety and production issues. They 
are most commonly found within SR, around the T-junctions of recovery rooms and SR, 
and less frequently in gate development entries (see Figure 1). SR problems are 
concentrated around areas where the SR for the longwall panel to be mined connect with 
the SR of the previously mined longwall panel. In spite of heavy ground support in these 
areas, ground control problems manifest themselves as highly fractured immediate roof 
strata, major shear zones in the roof, shearing heads off roof bolts, floor heave, and 
severe rib sloughing. Similar problems are also experienced around TG entries of the 
mined-out longwall panel and around T-junction areas.  
 
During a smaller scale study as part of a previous project,[1] several mechanisms that lead 
to ground control problems were identified based on field measurements. It was 
hypothesized that most of the ground control problems in SR and T-junction areas were 
related to vertical and lateral displacement.  These movements related to surface 
subsidence over mined-out SR areas that led to a buildup of energy in areas where SR for 
the adjacent longwall panel will be driven. The built-up energy is released when these SR 
are mined causing ground control problems. Field monitoring of roof-to-floor 
convergence and horizontal displacements of roof and pillars in the longwall face being 
mined confirmed this hypothesis. Monitoring data were reported to various industry 
professionals who agreed with the hypothesis and committed to a further study of the 
problem.     
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
 
Description of Longwall Mining at Cooperating Mine 
 
The cooperating coal company in southern Illinois operates two longwall faces, one each 
in two adjoining mines designated Mine A and Mine B. Longwall faces are typically 
1,000 feet wide and extract a 6-ft thick Herrin No. 6 coal seam at depths of 500-600 feet. 
The pre-mining regional horizontal stress field is oriented approximately N75°E with 
maximum compressive stress of 1,100 psi and a secondary field stress of about 600 psi. 
Most longwall faces in these mines are oriented with a N-S face advancing from west to 
east or east to west.  Due to previous mining in a lower seam, some panels were oriented 
with a N28°E face advancing from southeast to northwest. The mine operates in a highly 
transitional immediate roof lithology between typical Energy shale and black shale-
limestone sequence. The immediate roof strata above the coal seam consists of two feet 
each of black shale, gray shale, and weak limestone; three feet of weak shale; four feet of 
competent limestone, and 37 feet of thick shale above the competent limestone. The 
lithologic sequence below the coal seam consists of three feet each of weak claystone, 
gray shale, and weak limestone; and 41 feet of thick shale below the weak limestone.  
 
The cooperating company has historically experienced many ground control problems 
associated with longwall SR and T-junction areas at Mine A. Problems in some cases 
reached such a severity as to require relocation of SR and altering mine plans to 
compensate for lost production time. While performing studies at Mine A, development 
of a new longwall panel was behind schedule that could have potentially resulted in 
idling of a longwall panel at Mine B.  Therefore, a 3-entry SR geometry was designed 
based on numerical modeling and proposed to reduce the SR development time. The 
proposed geometry would reduce the amount of entry drivage by about 25% – 6,340 feet 
for the original 4-entry system versus 4,790 feet for the proposed 3-entry system. This 
geometry would also result in fewer intersections with most being 3-way intersections 
resulting in smaller areas of exposed roof. The 3-entry geometry would also reduce 
primary and secondary support costs. The company accepted the proposed geometry and 
was granted permission by the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) to use it. 
The designed 3-entry system was implemented with success as no problems with ground 
control were experienced and idling of the longwall was prevented. It was also adapted 
successfully in the adjacent panel as well.  
 
A study of roof falls at the cooperating mine found that most occurred at intersections in 
main and gate road development entries. This is for two main reasons: 1) The effective 
roof span in intersections is significantly larger than in other areas, 2) Once excavated, 
stresses are transferred to and concentrated around the perimeter of the intersection. 
Chugh et al.,[2] based on a study of roof falls in the Interior Coal Basin for the period 
2004-2008, found that over 80% of roof falls occurred at intersections.  Spearing and 
Mueller,[3] based on a study of rock falls within the US associated with fatal and non-fatal 
injuries from 2002 to 2007, found 70% of roof falls occur at intersections while 
intersections account for only 20-25% of the excavated area underground. These studies 
suggested the need for assessing the stability of development entries and intersections. 
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During mining the excavation of an intersection is completed in incremental steps with 
primary roof supports installed immediately after each step. Numerical analyses were 
performed to assess differences in stress distribution in and around an intersection when 
it is excavated in one step and then supported by roof bolts compared to when it is 
incrementally excavated and supported. Numerical modeling using an idealized square 
geometry intersection can provide misleading results. Significant stress distributions 
differences exist between idealized regular intersection geometries consisting of near 
right angle pillar corners and irregular intersection geometries where corners have been 
chamfered or rounded.  Therefore, the numerical modeling analysis that was an integral 
part of this study used intersections with actual irregular geometries. 
 
Engineering Properties of Bulk Coal Samples and Drill Cores from the Mine 
 
Two drill cores of immediate roof and floor strata from Mine A near the 6th and 7th East 
panels study area were provided by the company. Unconfined compressive strength 
(UCS) tests were performed on four roof samples taken from the 6th East core – two from 
immediately over the coal seam (core depth 542.7-543.9 ft.) described as limey-shale and 
two limestone samples (core depth 542.1-542.7 ft.). Results indicate UCS of 11,477 psi 
for the sample immediately overlying the coal seam and 14,502 psi for the limey-shale 
overlying the first layer. The mean UCS for the two limestone samples was 16,349 psi. 
Samples immersed in water for 24 hours showed no sensitivity to water. 

 
The 7th East core (ID 7427-02) was slightly deteriorated when received. Moisture 
sensitivity, point load index, indirect tensile strength (Brazilian), and Atterberg limits 
tests were conducted. The mean UCS for two competent shale roof samples was 9,534 
psi. Brazilian tests conducted on three samples led to only one viable test with strength of 
38.9 psi. Moisture sensitivity tests indicated a slight sensitivity to water for roof material, 
and high sensitivity to water for floor samples that broke down completely after 24 hours 
of immersion. Bulk floor samples from the 7th East SR were tested for Atterberg limits. 
Mean plastic limit and liquid limit values were 18.2% and 24.7% while moisture content 
of floor samples averaged 4.1%. Engineering properties are given in Table 1.   
 
Bulk coal samples were collected from Mine B 2nd West panel for determining UCS. 
Three cylindrical samples were prepared in the laboratory by coring 2.8-in diameter 
samples. Two cubed samples from smaller bulk samples were also prepared. Mean UCS 
for the three cylindrical samples was 2,767 psi. Since the smaller cube samples had 
cleats, all four sides were wrapped in a single layer of duct tape and tested giving a mean 
UCS of 954 psi.  
 
In-Mine Ground Movement Monitoring 
 
An instrumentation plan was developed to monitor ground movements in SR and gate 
entries. This consisted of both manual monitoring (MS) and continuous monitoring (CM) 
systems. Monitoring stations were located with focus on strata movement near the TG 
side of the SR as shown in Figure 2. This was typical for all field demonstration studies. 
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MS included roof-to-floor convergence monitoring points (RF), horizontal roof 
movement points (HP), roof bolt rosettes (RR), and crib rosettes (CR). In addition to HP 
points to monitor horizontal roof movements, a secondary manual roof movement 
monitoring system (SP-HP) was developed through measuring the verticality of “super 
props” by attaching a plumb line to the top of the prop and extending it to near the base 
(see Figure 3). The distance from a reference point installed at the base of the super prop 
to the point of the plumb bob in two directions was monitored to determine the 
magnitude and direction of roof movements. CM points were installed to monitor both 
horizontal movement and roof-to-floor convergence using Unimeasure JX-PA-10-N11-
11S-31N string extensometers (SE) and a digital data acquisition system (DDAS). The 
DDAS recorded data at 30-min intervals from installation until removal. Horizontal 
movement data were collected by securely attaching a SE to a roof bolt located between 
50 and 100 ft. from an anchor point. Anchor points were established in a solid coal pillar 
by inserting an expandable wire anchor into a 0.5-in diameter hole drilled approximately 
12 inches deep. The anchor and SE were positioned to ensure an unobstructed path 
between them, then connected using a pliable, high-tensile-strength, braided string (see 
Figure 4). Once connected, the wire clip was solidly grouted in the drilled hole using 
plaster of Paris. RF points were installed by securely attaching a SE to a roof bolt and 
connecting to a floor anchor point located directly below (see Figure 5). A vertical anchor 
point was determined by suspending a plumb-bob from the SE to the mine floor and 
drilling a 0.5-in diameter hole to a depth of about 12 inches into which an expandable 
wire anchor was inserted as far as possible and fully grouted, then connected to the SE 
using braided string. The RR consisted of selecting four installed bolts and measuring 
straight and diagonal distances to analyze roof distortions. Similarly, CRs were 
developed across four adjacent cribs to measure entry and pillar distortions.[1]  
 
CM and MS points were installed after SR development and after the continuous miner 
had been moved out. This delay was necessary to ensure the protection of monitoring 
equipment during ongoing longwall set-up activities in the SR and adjoining cross-cuts 
(XCs) and the safety of data gathering activities.  Therefore, collected data reported here 
represents incremental movement after SR development. 
 
During each visit to SR and fault areas, visual observations were made and any changes 
in roof, rib, and floor conditions since the previous visit and their severity were noted 
with regard to location. Visual observations were then compared with MS and CM data. 
 
Installation of Monitoring Stations in Mine B 2nd West Panel 
 
Installation of MS points began December 15, 2011. The CM system data logger and 
seven monitoring stations were installed on January 12, 2012 and eight additional points 
were installed on January 25, 2012. Installation dates and locations for each MS and CM 
monitoring point are presented in Tables 2 and 3. The 2nd West longwall began 
production on January 25, 2012.  MS data was collected until February 9, 2012 while CM 
data collection was terminated on February 14, 2012. The longwall face had advanced 
approximately 964 feet from the SR when the CM data logger was removed. 
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Installation of Monitoring Stations in Mine A 6th East Panel 
 
MS collection methods were used in SR and HG/SR T-junction areas and an area where a 
series of faults intersected HG entries from XC63 to XC67. HP-SP, CR, and RF points 
were installed in the SR and T-junction areas (see Figure 6). RF and RR points were 
installed on each side of the fault zone (see Figure 7). A major fault intersecting the HG 
belt entry is seen in Figure 8, which shows about six feet of displacement on the solid 
block side of the entry. The location, type, and installation dates for monitoring stations 
for each area are presented in Tables 4 and 5. The longwall began production June 17, 
2012. Points located in the SR were monitored until June 23, 2012 and RF points located 
in the T-junction area were monitored until June 19, 2012. The HG fault area was 
monitored until July 18, 2012. 
 
Installation of Monitoring Stations in Mine A 7th East Panel 
 
MS collection methods were used in the 7th East panel study in Mine A with monitoring 
stations installed in the SR and in two areas where a series of faults and grabens 
intersected HG entries. The first fault/graben (F/G) area was oriented approximately 
N30°W and intersected the 7th East HG entries from XC48 to XC56. This was a 
continuation of the F/G series that also intersected the 6th East HG. The largest fault 
(about 3-4 feet displacement) intersected the SR between SR-XC1/150N and the TG 
entries. In the 7th East HG, a major fault intersected the belt entry between XCs 52 and 53 
as seen in Figure 9 and a cross-sectional profile of this fault area is shown in Figure 10.  
The major fault had strike of N30°W, dip of S30°E, and displacement of 14.3 feet in the 
belt entry and 8.8 feet in the #3 entry. The second F/G area intersected the 7th East HG 
entries from XC70 to XC74 and extended through the SR from SR-XC7/920N to SR-
XC9/1214N. Displacements in this fault area were about 2-4 feet (see Figures 11 and 12). 
Within each F/G area, several small faults with displacements of 1-3 feet were present. 
Once entries were developed through both fault zones, RF and RR points were installed. 
Fourteen RF points and six RR points were installed on August 10 and 15, 2012 (see 
Table 6) are shown in Figures 9 and 11.  Prior to data collection on September 21, 2012, 
floor anchors for RF Points 5-10 were displaced during re-excavation of the floor in this 
area. Points 5-9 were replaced on October 23, 2012 and monitoring resumed. Twelve RR 
and one CR points were installed in the SR on November 14, 2012 and nine HP-SP 
points were installed on December 7, 2012. Their locations are shown in Figure 13 with 
relevant data in Table 7.  
 
Numerical Modeling of Set-Up Rooms and Gate Entries 
 
Numerical Modeling of Mine A 7th and 8th West Panels 
 
Initial Modeling of Mine A 7th West Panel Geometry: Three-dimensional linear and non-
linear numerical analyses using FLAC3D were performed to analyze stresses and 
displacements in a typical SR area as shown in Figure 14.[1][4] Area ABCD is most critical 
from a stability point of view since ground control problems are concentrated there. Only 
half of each panel was modeled (area EFGH). Stresses within this area were analyzed in 
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selected increments while the longwall face advanced about 300 feet from the set-up 
room. The model was developed with realistic mining depth, pre-mining stresses and 
their orientations, entry and pillar widths in development entries and SRs, and 
engineering properties for immediate roof and floor strata and coal. Interface elements 
were used to represent distinct planes along which slip and separation can occur. 
Development entries were modeled as a 3-entry system with 20-ft wide entries on 80-ft 
centers and XCs at 150-ft centers creating rectangular pillars with 4-way intersections. 
The modeled SR consists of four 20-ft wide entries on 80-ft centers and XCs at 120- and 
140-ft intervals.  Around T-junctions of the SR and development entries, pillar sizes and 
shapes varied to provide maximum stability and ease of materials transport to the 
longwall face. As the longwall advances, caving forms a substantial gob area and stresses 
transfer into the gob, surrounding pillars, SR, and face area.  This “zone of influence” 
illustrated in Figure 14 is influenced by the mining depth and stiffness of immediate roof 
and floor strata.  It can extend ahead of the face for 200-300 feet.  
 
Stress and displacement analyses along cross-sections AA’, BB’, CC’, DD’, EE’, FF’ and 
GG’ (shown in Figure 15 – a plan view of the area being analyzed) were used for 
inferences development. Assuming that Point “O” has (X, Y) coordinates of (0, 0), cross-
sections BB’, CC’, and DD’ have Y coordinates of 250, 470, and 750 feet, respectively. 
Similarly, cross-sections AA’, EE’, FF’ and GG’ have  X coordinates of 750, 1,040, 
1,140, and 1,240 feet, respectively. All cross-sections are located one foot above the coal 
seam. Model height is 106 ft. AA’ and BB’ cross-sections represent the center of the 
panel. Three models were simulated: Models 1 and 2 analyzed the existing 4-entry 
practice and a redesigned 4-entry SR geometry both oriented N-S; Model 3 analyzed a 3-
entry SR geometry oriented N-S. Model simulations were performed sequentially by: 1) 
Applying pre-mining stress, 2) Excavating chain pillars and SR entries, 3) Advancing the 
longwall face over 300 feet in selected increments. 
 
Modeling gob behavior is a challenge in longwall mining numerical simulation. An 
approximate gob load was modeled based on field observations of caving assessment in 
HG and TG entries.  Gob material stiffness was assigned along and across the face 
advance (cross-sections AA’ and BB’) to achieve an approximation of load carried by the 
gob as shown in Figure 16. Field data were collected to validate the model. Table 8 
shows a comparison of field measurements and the numerical analysis. Differences vary 
15-30%; however, these represent differences in values of only 0.02-0.1 inches. 
 
Beyond displacements, three stress concentration factors (SCF) were used for analysis. 
The vertical stress concentration factor (VSCF) is  defined as 𝜎𝑣 𝑠𝑣⁄ , the horizontal stress 
concentration factor (HSCF) is defined as 𝜎ℎ 𝑠𝑣 ⁄ , and the shear stress concentration 
factor (SSCF) is defined as 𝜏 𝑠𝑣⁄ ,, where: Sv is pre-mining applied vertical stress, and σv, 
σh, and τ are vertical stress, horizontal stress, and shear stress, respectively, at a particular 
point after excavation. HSCF and SSCF values were analyzed along both X and Y 
directions and described as HSCF-X or SSCF-Y.  SCF and yielded zones were used to 
assess stability of pillars. 
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Modeling of Relocated Mine A 7th West and Redesigned Mine A 8th West SR Geometries: 
Excessive weight in the original 7th West SR, even with steel supports, forced the 
company to abandon them and mine new SR about 260 feet outby. Relocated 7th West 
panel SR entries were on 100-ft centers with the first two XCs from the HG on 125-ft 
centers and all remaining XCs on 150-ft centers. Several MS points were installed in the 
panel in both abandoned and relocated SR areas. Data analysis and visual observations 
indicated excessive convergence, rib sloughing, pillar movement, and distortions toward 
the mined-out “gob”.[1]  These observations led to more careful planning on where to 
install both MS and CM points in the adjacent 8th West SR and gate entries in order to 
develop more comprehensive data on magnitude and direction of observed movements. 
 
Since the initial model showed pillars bordering the SR experiencing high SCFs and 
yielding, it was decided to increase the width of the pillar between the actual set-up room 
and the adjacent inby entry/room by 20 feet. This geometry (shown in Figure 13 for the 
7th East SR) increased the spacing between the first two set-up room entries to 130 feet 
and made all XC intervals 150 feet. It also provided a larger pillar at the T-junction.   
 
Numerical Modeling of Mine A 6th and 7th East Panels Oriented N28°E 
 
Mined geometries in the 6th East SR and gate entries were modeled. Entry width was 
approximately 19 feet. The center-to-center (c-c) distance between Rooms 1 and 2, 2 and 
3, and 3 and 4 in the SR is 125, 90, and 110 ft., respectively. A 150-ft c-c distance 
between XCs resulted in actual coal pillar sizes of 107x132 feet for the set-up room 
pillar, 72x132 feet for the middle pillar, and 92x132 feet for the bleeder entry pillar. To 
create 3-way intersections in SR #3 at XCs 2, 3, and 5 through 8, the bleeder entry pillar 
between SR-XCs 1 and 2 was 180 feet c-c creating an actual pillar size of 92x163 feet. 
Actual pillar size between SR-XCs 3 and 4 was 105x92 feet and between SR-XCs 4 and 
5 was 137x92 feet. This created a 4-way intersection at XC 4 (see Figure 6 inset). 
Modeling was performed to determine VSCF, SSCF, and HSCF in these areas after the 
longwall face advanced 40, 60, and 100 feet from the SR. After reviewing results, 
additional models were run concentrating on the HG/SR T-junction area. Models were 
also created for the SR and T-junction area with an adjacent mined-out longwall panel.  
 
At the request of mine management, modeling efforts for the 7th East panel were focused 
on the major fault zone at XC46-58 (see Figure 9). Geometries and dimensions of SR and 
gate entries were similar to 6th East panel. The expected behavior of this area was 
unknown and management requested guidance with regard to the extent and magnitude of 
stresses that could be expected. This information was used to determine supplemental 
supports required to safely mine through the fault area.  
 
Numerical Modeling of Mine B 2nd West Panel 
 
Mine B’s 2nd West SR were a 3-entry system with the distance between bleeder entry and 
middle room at 100 feet c-c and between middle room and set-up room at 140 feet c-c. 
Displacements and SCFs were used for analysis with HSCF and SSCF analyzed in both 
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X and Y directions, such as HSCF-X or SSCF-Y.  SCF values and yielded zones were 
used to assess stability of pillars. 
 
Numerical Analysis of 3- and 4-way Intersection Stability 
 
Numerical analyses of typical 3- and a 4-way intersections were done for the cooperating 
mine using eight models as described in Table 9. Each model extends 50 feet above and 
below the coal seam (see Figure 17(a)). Engineering properties for roof, coal, and floor 
lithologies were based on previous exploration studies. Linear elastic and non-linear 
failure analyses using the Hoek-Brown (HB) failure criterion for rock masses[5] were 
used. The effect of pre-mining horizontal stress and width of entry span was analyzed. 
Failure criterion parameters were developed from rock mass classification data. 
Progressive failure and failed zones of the rock mass were developed. 
 
Stress distribution and sensitivity analyses were performed for selected variables. 
Vertical stress of 550 psi was applied at the top of the model. Different lateral stress 
ratios were applied in the E-W (M1=2) and N-S directions (M2=1.18), where M1 and M2 
represent ratios of lateral stress to vertical stress in the two orientations. Field estimates 
of in situ stresses (1,100 and 650 psi in E-W and N-S directions, respectively) were 
uniformly applied prior to excavating the intersection (see Figure 17(b)). The immediate 
roof strata above the coal seam are 6-ft thick black shale, 2-ft thick gray shale and weak 
limestone, 3-ft thick weak shale, 4-ft thick competent limestone, and 22-ft thick shale. 
Strata below the coal seam consist of 3-ft thick gray shale and weak limestone, and 33-ft 
thick shale below the weak limestone. Slippage is allowed along layer interfaces. 
Cohesion and friction between different layers was assumed to be zero to simulate 
unbonded layers. 
 
Models I1-I4 simulate a linear analysis of 3-way intersections with 60 degree XC angle 
and 4-way intersections (see Figure 18) and Models I5-I8 simulate a non-linear analysis 
of these intersections. Intersection off-set distances of 25, 35, and 45 feet were selected 
for assessing 3-way intersection stability. Rock mass properties used for modeling are 
given in Table 10. These properties had a history of good correlations between field-
measured values of roof-to-floor convergence and numerical modeling estimates of such 
data in the past. Analyses were done in the following sequential manner: 1) Application 
of pre-mining stress, and 2) Excavation of opening. 
 
Rock mass rating (RMR) estimate for each lithologic unit was based on Table 10.[6] 
Values for “m” and “s” of the HB failure criterion for different rock types are based on 
the relationship between rock mass quality and material constants shown in Table 11.[5] 
The dilation angle was assumed to be zero based on previous research.[7][8] Three 
previously described SCFs were used for analysis. SCF was plotted as a function of 
distance along cross-sections normalized with respect to opening height (HO) of 6.0 feet. 
This was assumed to be zero at the edge of the coal pillar; with negative values toward 
the pillar center and positive values toward the opening center (see Figure 18). For non-
linear analyses, immediate roof curvature (K) was also calculated to assess locations of 
peak convex and concave curvatures and their values; however, due to limited space, 
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those results are not included in this report. A linear elastic model of an intersection 
without supports was validated in this study.[9][10][11] Factors of safety with respect to HB 
failure criterion were calculated as 𝜎𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝜎𝑓⁄ , where 𝜎𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 is current maximum 
principal stress and 𝜎𝑓 is the HB estimated failure load. 
 
Numerical Modeling of Typical Field Intersection Geometries 
 
3-D models of regular (RG) and irregular (IRG) 4-way intersection geometries were 
developed and analyzed as a multiple layer model with varying engineering properties for 
different layers. RG geometry models do not include chamfering or rounding of pillar 
corners bordering the intersection and represent square or rectangular intersection shape. 
IRG geometries represent more realistic intersection geometries that are typically found 
underground. These models used a typical lithological column above the coal seam. Two 
options were considered for immediate floor strata. One involved 24 inches of weak floor 
strata overlying competent strata and the other involved competent floor strata throughout 
the entire depth. Both are found in the Illinois Basin. Eight models were analyzed 
representing a mining depth of approximately 500 ft.  Uniform vertical and horizontal 
stresses were applied as in previous models.   
 
All models had the same dimensions – 90-ft width, 110-ft length, 106-ft height, and 6-ft 
coal seam thickness. One quarter of each pillar adjacent to the intersection was modeled. 
All roof and floor layers were considered bonded together with no separation allowed in 
horizontal or vertical directions. Thicknesses of different lithological units for both model 
groups were described previously.  HB rock mass parameters shown in Table 11 were 
used for the linear and non-linear analyses. Linear isotropic analysis requires only elastic 
modulus and Poisson’s ratio for a given stratum. The ‘m’ and ‘s’ values for the Hoek-
Brown brittle failure criterion were developed based on Table 11, which provides 
parameters for disturbed and undisturbed rock masses for each rock type.[5][12] RMR 
estimates for each lithological unit were developed through pre-mining investigations 
data as well as the laboratory strength properties of coal, immediate roof, and immediate 
floor strata and are shown in Table 10. Dilation angle was assumed to be zero.[7][8] 

 
The experimental design was based on three independent variables with two levels for 
each variable. These variables are mine floor thickness, intersection geometry, and failure 
criterion.  For models with weak floor, a 2-ft thick layer of claystone was included below 
the coal seam.  In other models, this layer was replaced by a 6-ft thick layer of gray shale. 
RG models used 20-ft wide entries and IRG models used actual entry widths typically 
found at Mines A and B. The model matrix used for analyses is shown in Table 12. Data 
for all nine response variables with a tenth calculated from the nine were analyzed. SCF 
and displacement analyses were used along with the determination of factor of safety. 
HSCF values were analyzed in X and Y planes while SSCF values were analyzed along 
three planes – XY, XZ, and YZ. These were performed to find critical areas of instability 
based on each SCF. Values were plotted as a function of normalized distance along cross-
sections AA’, BB’, and CC’ (see Figure 19(a)).  All charts containing information from 
inside the pillar out into an opening were normalized to a diagonal span based on 20-ft 
entry width for RG geometries and actual entry width for IRG geometries. In all cases, 
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the edge of the pillar was represented by 0 and the center of the intersection by +0.5.  
Negative values infer depth inside the pillar. HB failure criterion, shown in Equation 1 
below, was used for calculating safety factor (SF) (see Figure 19(b)), which is defined as 
the ratio of the strength determined by the failure envelope above (σf) to the equivalent 
stress at the point of interest (σ1, σ3). 

 
𝜎1 = 𝜎3 + 𝜎𝑐𝑖(𝑚𝑏

𝜎3
𝜎𝑐𝑖

+ 𝑠)𝑎     (1) 
 

where σ1 and σ3 are the major and minor effective principal stresses at failure; σci is the 
uniaxial compressive strength of the intact rock material; and mb, a, and s are material 
constants. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Mine B 2nd West Panel Monitoring 
 
Manual Monitoring 
 
CR data indicates the largest movement occurred near T-junctions at survey locations 
150N and 750N. Smaller movements were measured near the center of the SR at 
locations 300N, 450N, and 600N with the least at 450N. Cumulative movement recorded 
for CR points are given in Table 13 and shown in Figure 20 indicating rotational 
movement towards the center of the panel occurred. CR 150N indicates this area was 
expanding while CR 750N shows expansion of five measurements and compression 
between Points B-C that indicates rotation towards the center of the panel. CR points 
300N and 600N also share this trend while CR Point 450N, located near the apex of the 
movement, indicates the crib was being subjected to stresses in multiple directions. 
 
RR data was collected until January 5, 2012 when installation of longwall shields and 
supplemental roof support beams blocked access. RR points located in the middle room 
were monitored until January 18, 2012.  Data indicates a slight movement occurred 
before longwall production began and this was corroborated by CM data. Cumulative 
movement data for RR points is given in Table 14 and also shown in Figure 20.  
 
SP-HP data indicated horizontal movement occurred toward the east and north and was 
concentrated near the center of the SR (see Table 15). Indicated movement was towards 
the mined-out gob area of the 2nd West panel and adjacent 1st West panel located to the 
north. The dashed red line in Figure 20 outlines the direction of movement indicated by 
SP-HP and HP points with magnitude of movement exaggerated for illustration purposes. 
 
HP data also indicates the largest horizontal movements occurred near the center of the 
panel and toward the gob area. HP Point 750R1 indicate movement away from the gob 
towards the west. This supports the rotational movements indicated by CR and RR points 
that the area near survey footage 750N may have been the hinge point of movement on 
the TG side of the panel. It should also be noted that an area of “red rock” and thinning 
limestone was present in this area as seen in Figure 20. HP Point 600N indicates 
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cumulative roof movement of 0.219 inches to the west or away from the gob area (see 
Table 16).  Movement from date of installation until January 12, 2012 was east towards 
the gob area. Data collected on January 18, 2012 indicated movement of approximately 
0.31 inches to the west. This area then remained somewhat stable during the remainder of 
the study indicated by cumulative movement of only 0.06 inches to the east when 
measured on February 9, 2012. Movement at survey 600N during this period is supported 
by similar data recorded by CM monitoring Point S2 shown in Figure 21(a). 
 
RF data are presented in Table 17 and indicate the largest amount of convergence 
occurred after January 18, 2012 for all points except 450N. Convergence as a function of 
distance from the longwall face is presented in Figure 21(b). RF data was collected 
through February 9, 2012 for all points except RF 750 which was covered with water on 
February 9, 2012.  RF data indicate convergence of 0.8125 and 0.75 inches at 150N and 
600N with lesser amounts of 0.656 and 0.313 inches at 300N and 450N, respectively.  
 
Continuous Monitoring  
 
CM data were collected from January 12 through February 14, 2012 and were separated 
into two time periods: Period 1 from January 12 until January 25 during installation of 
the longwall face and Period 2 from January 25 when the longwall face began production 
until February 14 when the data logger was removed. Horizontal movement data for 
Period 1 is shown in Figure 22 indicating small initial movement followed by relatively 
stable ground. The large movement recorded between selected 30-min data collection 
cycles at locations 450N and 600N may be due to electrical pulse or an object/rock 
hitting the string connection between the extensometer and floor anchor. Horizontal 
movement data for Period 2, during which the longwall face advanced about 964 feet, are 
presented in Figure 23. Two horizontal movement step function events were recorded, the 
first after 50-75 feet of advance and the second after 575-625 ft. of advance. These are 
likely related to roof caving events. 
 
RF data presented in Figure 24 also indicate two events, the first after about 50 feet of 
advance and the second after about 500-525 feet of advance. These events occurred just 
prior to the two horizontal movement events.  The first HP and RF events coincided 
closely with the first roof fall. Data in Figure 24 show convergence recorded in the 
bleeder entry represented by the solid line and in the middle room by the dashed line.  
The amount of convergence in the middle room is much greater than in the bleeder entry 
as expected. As seen in Figures 24 and 25, convergence was very small until the longwall 
face had advanced about 50 feet, then an abrupt loading was seen on the SR pillars. 
Convergence then became stable, linearly increasing only about 0.1 inches. As the 
longwall face advanced about 500 feet from the SR, a second step function event 
occurred. The second event resulted in an accelerated period of convergence of 
approximately 0.8 inches occurring over the next 400 feet of face advance. Data indicate 
some slowing in the rate of convergence prior to removal of the data logger. Figure 25 
represents both CM and MS RF data and indicates MS data follows closely with CM 
data, thus validating MS data collection methods.   
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Mine A 6th East Panel Monitoring 
 
Data were collected in the SR from May 9 to June 23, 2012. RF data collected in the 
bleeder entry indicate convergence of 0.125, 0.3125, and 0.1875 inches at RF4 (630N), 
RF8 (480N), and RF11 (150N), respectively. Point RF8 located near the center of the SR 
recorded the highest convergence as seen in Figure 26. RF9 was not accessible on June 
23 due to water accumulation. The amount and direction of horizontal displacement of 
the mine roof recorded by SP-HP points is seen in Table 18 and Figure 26. Red arrows 
and the red dashed line in Figure 26 illustrate the direction of movement and indicate that 
the general movement is towards the mined-out gob area.  
 
CR data is also shown in Figure 26 with cumulative movement presented in Table 19. 
Point CR6 resulted in expansion between all six point-to-point measurements indicating 
it may have been located near an area experiencing increased bending stresses, which 
corroborates movements indicated by SP-HP Points 1 and 2. CR Points 2-5 resulted in 
individual point-to-point measurements that experienced both expansion and compression 
indicating they were located in an area experiencing high torsional stresses.  
 
RF data recorded in the HG belt entry near the SR T-junction area are given in Table 20. 
The largest convergence of 0.336 and 0.138 inches occurred near the SR at XCs 74 and 
75, with smaller convergence of 0.04 and 0.093 inches seen at XCs 71 and 72.  
Convergence data from points located in the fault area intersecting HG entries from XCs 
63-65 is also presented in Table 20.  In Entry 2 (middle entry), the largest convergence of 
0.986 inches was recorded at Point 10 located in an intersection at XC 65 (see Figure 7). 
Convergence at Points 13 and 12, located progressively further from the fault area, 
decreased to 0.113 and 0.036 in., respectively. RF locations in Entry 3 (belt entry) also 
saw this trend with Points 1 and 3 located on each side of the major fault converging 
0.814 and 0.71 inches while Points 6 and 7 located further outby at XCs 61 and 60 saw 
only 0.125 and 0.092 inches of convergence. Further outby at XC 59, Point 8 saw 
divergence of 0.876 inches indicating the roof beam may have risen upward as the 
longwall face approached using the immediate up-thrown side of the fault as a fulcrum. 
Point 2 located nearest the fault saw only 0.035 inches convergence indicating this area 
may have moved downward as a unit.  
 
RR points located near the fault indicate rotational movement of the roof toward the 
mined-out area as the longwall passed. Cumulative differences recorded from six 
measurements taken from each RR point during the period July 11-18 are plotted in 
Figure 27 showing that RR3 located nearest the fault between XCs 64 and 65 experienced 
the most movement. 
 
Mine A 7th East Panel Monitoring 
 
SR Monitoring 
 
HP points were monitored until January 3, 2013 when the longwall face had advanced 
2,100 feet to XC 70. Cumulative movement data recorded during the 27-day period from 
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installation on December 7, 2012 to January 3, 2013 are presented in Table 21. Data 
indicates that Points 1 through 7A moved west toward the longwall face. Point 8 located 
in XC10/1334N (see Figure 26) moved east or towards the solid coal barrier. Data also 
indicate most movement was south towards the TG and adjacent mined-out panel and 
occurred near the SR center. Points 1 and 4 indicate movement north towards the HG. 
The general movement indicated by HP-SP points is presented in Figure 28. Roof rosette 
data could not be collected after the longwall started production since access to them was 
blocked by ventilation controls. RR data collected prior to start of longwall mining 
indicated little or no discernible movement. 
 
Fault Zone XC 72-74 Monitoring 
 
The fault zone was monitored until December 20, 2012 and total RF convergence 
recorded for Points 11-14 (see Figure 10) is presented in Table 22.  The rate of 
convergence over time is seen in Figure 29. Data indicates that the most convergence 
occurred outby or on the up-thrown side of the fault area. The longwall mined through 
this fault area without major ground control problems. 
 
Fault Zone XC 46-58 Monitoring 
 
Cumulative RF convergence recorded over the 172-day monitoring period ending 
January 29, 2013 is presented in Table 22. Data indicates the largest convergence 
occurred on the outby or on the up-thrown side of the major fault. Points 8 and 10, 
located in XCs 54 and 56 inby and on the down-thrown side of the fault, saw the least 
convergence of 0.121 and 0.102 in., respectively. This convergence behavior was also 
seen from XC 72-74. The rate of convergence over time is presented in Figure 30 and 
indicates the rate increased as the longwall face began production. Based on expected 
increases in stresses predicted by numerical modeling, supplemental supports were 
installed through the fault area. Roof beams were positioned across the entry and 
supported by super props. Crib elements and timbers were installed between the cross 
beams and the roof. Considerable convergence pressure was observed on these supports 
as seen in Figure 31 and by the bent steel cross beam in Figure 32. Mine personnel 
commented that this pre-emptive measure taken as a result of numerical modeling led to 
the prevention of a major roof fall on the longwall stage loader that would have resulted 
in loss of production. 
 
 Mine A 8th East Panel Monitoring 
 
Visits to the 8th East panel and regular reports from the mine geologist were used to 
assess geologic conditions encountered upon initial development of gate entries and SR 
and as the panel was mined. The major fault zone that intersected the 7th East panel at XC 
52-53 also intersected the 8th East panel at XC 33-35. A smaller fault area intersecting the 
7th East panel at XC 73-74 did not appear in the 8th East entries. Supplemental supports 
were installed in the XC 33-35 fault area as a precautionary measure. The 8th East SR 
were driven without ground control problems except wet floor conditions. The entire 
panel was mined without major roof control issues. 
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Numerical Modeling and Analysis of Set-up Rooms 
 
Modeling of Mine A 7th and 8th West Panels 
 
Stress Distributions in 4-entry SR and Gate Entries – Model G1:  Initial models simulated 
the SR geometry used in Mine A 7th West panel. Load stresses on pillars along cross-
section EE’ after face advance of 40, 60, and 100 feet is shown in Figure 33.  Figure 34 
shows VSCF values after SR development and face advance of 50, 100, and 150 feet with 
values considering gob load shown in Figure 33. Peak VSCF values at pillars bordering 
the SR are about 2.5 for SR development and 3.1, 4.5, and 5.5 for face advance of 50, 
100, and 150 feet, respectively. The average strength of coal pillars, using Holland’s 
equation,[13] is estimated to be 2,260 psi or a VSCF of 4.12. Therefore, the first row of SR 
pillars yields after the face advances between 50 and 100 feet. Face advance beyond 150 
feet has little effect on pillar VSCFs since the load is carried by the gob.  

Hoek-Brown failure criterion[5][12] and associated parameters have been used for non-
linear analysis.[14][15][16] Figure 35 shows yielded zones after SR development and face 
advance of 50, 100, and 150 feet. Average VSCF values in the first SR pillar increase to 
2.18, 2.45, and 3.84 after face advance of 100, 200, and 300 feet, respectively. Front 
abutment VSCF (stress over and ahead of the face) after 200 feet of advance reaches 
about 2.6 and is almost constant after that (see Figure 36).  
 
Using cross-sections EE’, FF’ and GG’, stress distribution around SR entries and pillars 
was analyzed as the longwall face advances. Prior to advance, VSCF values in the first 
and second SR entries (sections FF’ and EE’) are about 1.0 and at the edge of the pillar 
they are about 1.7. VSCF for the third SR pillar is about 1.1 and increases to 1.9 around 
the pillar perimeter. After 300 feet of face advance, VSCF values for the second and third 
SR entries (sections FF’ and GG”) remain low with peak values of 2.0. However, the 
peak VSCF for the first entry pillar increased significantly and the value around the pillar 
perimeter is about 3.5. Pillars at the T-junction have a peak VSCF value of 2.05 after face 
advance, but this increases to 4.1 when the adjacent panel is developed making this area 
highly vulnerable from a ground control point of view. The third SR entry (section GG’) 
has the highest VSCF value of 3.3. This cross-section represents the vertical stress for the 
third set-up room and bleeder entry (see Figure 37). 
 
To justify the hypothesis that most ground control problems in the SR are related to 
vertical and lateral displacement movements that lead to a build-up of energy in areas 
where the SR for the adjacent longwall face will be driven, dissipated or stored energy in 
these area were tracked. The total strain energy stored in the rock mass can be calculated 
from Equation 2. Positive strain energy values describe dissipation of energy due to 
plastic behavior of the rock mass, which is irreversible. Negative values describe stored 
energy that can be released and cause serious ground control problem. 

∆𝑈 =  𝐴
2
�∆𝜎𝑖𝑗 .  ∆𝑒𝑖𝑗�         (2)   
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where  ∆𝜎𝑖𝑗 , ∆𝑒𝑖𝑗 are incremental changes in stress and strain and A is the considered 
area of the rock mass zone. Figure 38 shows the energy dissipated or stored after face 
advances of 50, 100, and 150 feet. Model G1 shows that after 150 feet of face advance, a 
zone with a large build-up of energy develops in the area of future SR due to rock mass 
lateral movement towards the mined-out area. This energy will increase as the longwall 
face advances.  
 
Stress Distributions in Proposed 4-entry Geometry – Model G2: Figure 39 shows a 
comparison of VSCFs for Models G1 and G2 after 50 feet of face advance. Average 
VSCF values in the second row of pillars decreased from 3.84 to 3.54.  Average VSCF 
values at the T-junction are similar in both models (2.8), but the area in the high VSCF 
zone has decreased. Figure 40 shows HSCF-X values for Models G1 and G2. The larger 
pillar in Model G2 minimizes the horizontal stress transfer to the second and third row of 
pillars. In Model G1, HSCF-X values in the solid coal, the area where future SR will be 
developed, is about 1.89. In Model G2, this value is reduced to 1.56, which should 
improve stability during future SR development. Figure 41 shows that average HSCF-Y 
in the first row of pillars is reduced from 5.05 in Model G1 to 4.85 in Model G2 and 
HSCF-Y values at the T-junction in both models are about the same since loads are 
carried by the large number of surrounding pillars. Stability of the T-junction area is 
critical both for the current panel and the adjacent panel to be mined. 
 
Modeling of Mine A 6th and 7th East Panels (N28°E Orientation) 
 
Figures 42-44 show VSCF, SSCF, and HSCF values for SR and HG entries. Figure 45 
shows the geometry used in Mine B 2nd West panel after the longwall face advanced 
about 500 feet.  This geometry was considered for use in Mine A’s N28°E-oriented 
panels. SSCF is concentrated at the T-junction of the SR and TG entries and in the HG 
belt entry where the face is located. The area of high SSCF advances with the face and 
remains concentrated over the HG/stage-loader area. Models of 4-entry SR geometry also 
indicated this pattern of SSCF concentration following the stageloader advance. The 6th 
East panel experienced excessive stresses when the face approached and mined through 
the fault area at XC 64-65. Vertical stresses on the first three to four shields at the HG 
caused collapsing against the stage-loader, which interrupted production for several 
shifts. Steps were taken to excavate the mine floor ahead of the stage-loader to gain 
clearance and install supplemental supports. Once past the fault area, roof conditions over 
and ahead of the stage-loader showed the presence of higher than normal stresses.  
 
Stress Distributions in Proposed 3-entry Geometry (for N-S Orientation) – Model G3: 
Figure 46 shows VSCF values around SR areas after 40, 60, and 100 feet face advance 
with averages at the SR pillar of 2.75, 2.85, and 3.0, respectively. Beyond 100 feet of 
face advance, VSCF values do not change significantly. The average strength of coal 
pillars, using Holland’s equation,[12] is estimated at 2,538 psi or a VSCF of 4.6. In 
comparison with the 4-entry SR design, this value has increased from 4.12. Therefore, 
larger pillars between the first two SR entries offer more support and provide sufficient 
support prior to the gob area picking up the load. Figure 47 shows VSCF contours around 
the T-junction for 3- and 4-entry SR. Average VSCF values are 3.84 for 4-entry SR and 
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4.05 for 3-entry SR. Increasing the pillar size bordering the SR to 140 feet allowed it to 
carry the longwall abutment load relieving the bleeder entry pillar load. Average VSCF at 
the bleeder entry is about 2.42 for both models.  Figure 48 shows HSCF-Y contours 
around the T-junction for both models. Average values for both models at pillars 
bordering the SR are about 5.05; however, peak HSCF-Y was 6.94 for 4-entry SR, while 
for 3-entry SR, it was 5.68. HSCF-X values are similar for both models. 
 
RF field measurements in Mine B 2nd West panel compared with Model G3 results were 
surprisingly close. Figure 49 shows field and modeling data for several locations in the 
2nd West SR area. Differences ranging from 0.02 to 0.1 inches indicate that modeling data 
closely predicted actual RF convergence. 
 
Stress Distributions in Proposed 3-entry Geometry (for N28°E Orientation) – Model G4: 
Studies have found that longwall panel orientation with respect to the major horizontal 
stress orientation has a significant effect on stability of the longwall panel.[17][18] To 
compare 3-entry SR geometries at different orientations, Model G3 is a longwall face 
oriented N-S and Model G4 is a longwall face oriented N28°E.  For both models, in situ 
stresses are ~1,100 psi in the E-W direction and 650 psi in the N-S direction. Figure 50 
shows VSCF contours at the T-junction in the XY plane for both models. The average 
VSCF value for both models is 4.05. As expected, the orientation of the longwall panel 
does not affect vertical stress distribution.  Figure 51 shows HSCF-X contours. The 
HSCF-X value at the T-junction for Model G4 is significantly higher at 2.31 as compared 
to 1.9 for Model G3.  Similarly, HSCF-Y values (see Figure 52) for Models G3 and G4 at 
the pillar adjacent to the longwall face are 4.9 and 5.2, respectively.  Similar data for 
Models G3 and G4 at pillars in the T-junction zone are about 1.57 and 2.21, respectively. 
 
The peak SSCF-XY value for both models occurs at the TG and HG in the corner of the 
longwall panel (see Figure 53). This value for Models G3 and G4 are 0.76 and 0.81, 
respectively. The zone of influence in Model G3 is about 30 feet deep into the pillar 
adjacent to the longwall, but in Model G4 the entire pillar bordering the set-up room is 
subjected to high SSCF-XY. Analysis of SSCF-XZ and SSCF-ZY does not show 
significant stress concentration. 
 
Numerical Modeling and Analysis of 3- and 4-way Intersection Stability 
 
Stress Distribution around a Typical 3-way Intersection  
 
Model I1 represents a 3-way intersection with 25-ft off-set and 60 degree XC angle. 
VSCF and HSCF contours above the roof-coal interface are shown in Figure 54. A plan 
view of this model set-up is shown in Figure 55.  Maximum VSCF values are 3.0, 2.51, 
3.2, and 3.2 along cross-sections AA’ to DD’, respectively. These values occur outby the 
pillar corner toward the center of the entry (about 2.5 feet away from the rib) for Pillars 1 
and 2, but they occur slightly inby the pillar corner toward the pillar center for Pillars 3 
and 4. Maximum HSCF-X values in the E-W (maximum stress) direction are: AA’= 2.72, 
BB’= 2.9, CC’ = 2.75, and DD’= 2.85 and they occur outby the pillar corner toward the 
entry center (2.5 feet away from the rib). Maximum SSCF-XY values are: AA’= 3.8, 
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BB’= 2.6, CC’ = 2.5, and DD’= 2.5 and these occur slightly inby the intersection corner 
toward the pillar center. 
  
Figure 55 shows SCF values and their location for 3-way intersections with 25-ft off-set 
distance. Results show that an off-set distance of 25 feet or less creates large intersection 
spans. Moreover, due to the shape of Pillar 2, peak SCF occurs outby the pillar toward 
the opening, which may cause instability. Thus, an alternative 3-way intersection 
geometry should be considered. Safety factor contours were plotted for 3- and 4-way 
intersections (see Figure 56) with the lowest SF of 0.65 for both models being observed 
at pillar ribs; however, SF is 0.7 at the 4-way intersection corner and 0.9 at the 3-way 
intersection corner. Pillar 1 in the 3-way intersection has a large zone with SF < 1.0, but 
in the other three pillars, this zone is consistently larger for 4-way intersections. 
 
3-way Alternative Intersection Geometry  
 
It is important to consider mining cycle times in redesigning the 3-way intersection. From 
a stability point of view, choosing right angle corners for Pillars 1 and 2 might be a very 
effective solution; however, that increases mining cycle time. Therefore, intersection off-
set distances were considered for angled XCs. Model 5 showed the need to increase the 
off-set distance between two adjacent intersections. To find the minimum off-set distance 
required to prevent overlap of stress concentration zones created by the two side-by-side 
intersections, analyses were performed for three off-set distances: 25, 35, and 45 feet. 
Models I2 and I3 represent a typical 3-way intersection with 35- and 45-ft off-set 
distances and Model I4 simulates a typical 4-way intersection. 
 
Vertical Stress Analysis: Figure 57(a) shows VSCF along cross-section AA’ (Pillar 1). 
Maximum VSCF values are 3.0, 2.8, 2.65, and 3.5 for Models I1-I4. The peak VSCF 
occurs at x/H0 of -0.5 for the 4-way intersection, while for all 3-way intersection cases, it 
occurs at x/H0 of -0.25. Figure 57(b) shows VSCF for cross-section BB’ (Pillar 2). 
Maximum VSCF values are 2.6, 2.5, 2.4, and 3.5 for Models I1-I4. Similar to cross-
section AA’, the peak VSCF occurs at x/H0 of -0.5 for 4-way intersection, but for 3-way 
intersections, it occurs into the opening at x/H0 of 0.6. VSCF values along cross-section 
CC’ (Pillar 3) are shown in Figure 57(c). Maximum VSCF values are 3.2, 3.15, 2.95, and 
3.5 for Models I1-I4. Peak VSCF for all 3-way intersection cases occurs at x/H0 of -0.15. 
VSCF values along cross-section DD’ (Pillar 4) are similar to cross-section CC’ (see 
Figure 57(d)). Table 23 summarizes locations and peak VSCF for each case. 
 
Horizontal Stress Analysis: Horizontal stress is an important factor for roof stability 
especially in shallow mines. In this study, the major horizontal stress is assumed to be in 
the X-direction (E-W) with horizontal-to-vertical stress ratio, M1, of 2.0; and the minor 
horizontal stress is in the Y-direction (N–S) with horizontal-to-vertical stress ratio, M2, 
of 1.18. HSCF values must be considered in both X- and Y-directions. Figure 58(a) 
shows HSCF-X values along cross-section AA’. Maximum HSCF-X values are 2.72, 2.6, 
2.4, and 2.25 for Models I1-I4. These values occur outby the pillar at x/H0 of 0.1 and 0.2 
for 4- and 3-way intersections, respectively. Figure 58(b) shows the same values along 
cross-section BB’. The peak HSCF value for all three 3-way intersection cases is 2.9 
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occurring at x/H0 of 0.61. HSCF-X values along cross-section CC’ are illustrated in 
Figure 58(c). Maximum HSCF-X values are 2.75, 2.7, and 2.653 for Models I1-I3. 
Similar to cross-section AA’, this value occurs slightly outby the pillar at x/H0 of 0.1. 
Table 24 summarizes locations and peak HSCF-X for each case. The highest HSCF-X for 
3-way intersections is observed along cross-section BB’ at x/H0 of 0.61. This may cause 
cutter-roof failure around the Pillar 2 rib. Peak HSCF-X values along other cross-sections 
not only have lower values, but they occur in the x/H0 range of 0.1 to 0.2, which is closer 
to the pillar rib. Peak HSCF-X for the 4-way intersection is significantly lower than for 
any of all 3-way intersections (e.g., 2.25 for 4-way intersections and 2.9 for all 3-way 
intersections along cross-section BB’). Thus, 4-way intersections are better in terms of 
HSCF-X. Furthermore, the 3-way intersection with 45-ft off-set has a lower (3-5%) 
HSCF-X than 25- and 35-ft off-set intersections.  
 
Figure 59(a) shows HSCF-Y along cross-section AA’ (Pillar 1). Maximum HSCF-Y 
values are 1.7, 1.65, 1.6, and 1.4 for Models I1-I4. The peak value for the 4-way 
intersection is located into the pillar at x/H0 of -0.2 and is similar along all cross-sections. 
The peak value for 3-way intersections occurs at x/H0 of 0.55 (into the mine opening). 
Figure 59(b) shows values along cross-section BB’ (Pillar 2). Maximum HSCF-Y values 
are 1.65, 1.63, and 1.52 for Models I1-I3 and occur into the mine opening at x/H0 of 0.2. 
Figures 59(c) and (d) show HSCF-Y values along cross-sections CC’ and DD’. 
Maximum HSCF-Y values for Pillar 3 (cross-section CC’) are 1.53, 1.52, and 1.51 for 
Models I1-I3, with x/H0 of 0.15 (slightly into the mine opening – similar to cross-section 
AA’). Maximum HSCF-Y values for Pillar 4 (cross-section DD’) are 1.7, 1.65, and 1.6 
for Models I1-I3, with x/H0 of 0.2. Table 25 summarizes locations and peak HSCF-Y for 
each case. The highest HSCF-Y values for 3-way intersections were observed along 
cross-sections AA’ and DD’ at x/H0 of 0.2. Although the peak HSCF-Y along cross-
section BB' was lower, it was located at x/H0 of 0.65, which may cause tensile cracks and 
other ground control problems in this zone. The peak HSCF-Y for the 4-way intersection 
was lower than for all 3-way intersections (e.g., 2.2 for 4-way intersections and 1.51 for 
all 3-way intersections along cross-section CC’). 
 
Shear Stress Analysis: In stratified deposits such as coal, roof failure is typically due to a 
combination of shear and tensile stresses. One study[14] showed that among the three 
independent shear stresses (SSCF-XY, SSCF-XZ, and SSCF-YZ), SSCF-XY had the 
most significant effect on stability. This may not be true for all mining depths.  
Nevertheless, only SSCF-XY modeling results were analyzed in this study. Figure 60(a) 
shows SSCF-XY values along cross-section AA’ (Pillar 1). Maximum SSCF-XY values 
are 0.385, 0.385, 0.385, and 0.275 for Models I1-I4, and are located into the pillar at x/H0 
values of -0.65 and -0.3 for 4- and 3-way intersections, respectively. Figure 60(b) shows 
SSCF-XY values along cross-section BB’ (Pillar 2). Maximum SSCF-XY values are 
0.26, 0.255 and 0.23 for Models I1-I3, and are located into the pillar at x/H0 of -0.2. 
Figures 60(c) and (d) show SSCF-XY values along cross-sections CC’ and DD’. Peak 
SSCF-XY along both cross-sections is about 0.25 for all models, which occurs at x/H0 of 
-0.1 for CC’ (Pillar 3) and at x/H0 of -0.55 for DD’ (Pillar 4). Table 26 summarizes 
locations and peak SSCF-XY for each case. 
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Analysis of Failed Zones 
 
Failed zones were analyzed based on Hoek-Brown brittle failure criteria for rock 
masses.[5][12] The failure zone develops gradually around an intersection and results in 
stress redistribution into areas that are capable of sustaining higher stresses. The failed 
zone may develop residual engineering strength properties that are much lower than in 
situ rock mass properties. If the failed zone is not adequately supported, it extends 
gradually and large displacements associated with the failed rock mass may result in a 
fall of roof. Extension of the failed zone into the floor may result in floor heave and pillar 
failures. Large absolute displacements of failed rock mass can also result in large 
differential displacements that can impose additional stresses in the intact and failed rock 
mass to progressively increase the size of failed zones and develop new ones. Figures 61 
and 62 show failed zones around 3-way intersections with different off-set distances and 
4-way intersections, respectively. The 3-way intersection with 25-ft off-set has a larger 
failed zone as compared to 35- and 45-ft off-set distances. Moreover, in Model I1, failed 
zones at the two adjacent intersections overlap developing a large-span failed zone (see 
Figure 61(a)). This mechanism can also be seen in Model I2 (see Figure 61(b)), but it is 
not present in Model I3 (see Figure 61(c)). Figure 62 shows extension of the failed zone 
for the 4-way intersection. The height of this zone is about three feet more than the 3-way 
intersection. The failed zones described here represent failures of rock mass in both shear 
and tension. For the 4-way intersection, pillar corners across the intersection (Zones B 
and C) fail first and lead to progressive failure of immediate roof (Zone D) and floor 
layers (Zone E). These mechanisms of failure are similar for 3-way intersections, but the 
shape and extension of failed zones differ slightly. Coal ribs mostly fail due to tensile 
stress, while roof and floor strata fail primarily due to shear stress. Rib corners (Zone B 
and C) fail due to a combination of shear and tensile stresses. 
 
Peak SCF values are located around pillar edges and mine openings, typically 0.5 feet 
into the entry or pillar. VSCF values for 4-way intersections are higher than for 3-way 
intersections (about 7-32% along different cross-sections), but they occur deeper into the 
solid pillar. HSCF-X and -Y values for 3-way intersections are higher than for 4-way 
intersections. Thus, a 4-way intersection provides better stability for horizontal stress. 
Peak VSCF and HSCF values for pillars with 120 degree XC angle (Pillar 2) occur into 
the opening, which makes this pillar more vulnerable from a ground control pint of view. 
Supplementary support might be required near this pillar. Effective pillar off-set distance 
for 3-way intersection design is critical. It is important to identify the minimum off-set 
distance required to prevent overlap of stress concentration zones created by the two side-
by-side intersections and to minimize impact on production. In this study, the 3-way 
intersection with 45-ft off-set provides better stability and decreases the failed zone span. 
Identifying the height of the failed zone is critical for designing appropriate support 
systems, such as cable bolt, truss system, torque-tension bolt system, etc. 
 
Numerical Modeling of Typical 4-way Field Intersection Geometries 
 
Regular and Irregular Geometry Effects on Intersection Stability: Table 27 summarizes 
SCFs along two cross-sections – AA’ and BB’ (see Figure 19(a)).  For each response 
variable (see Table 12), peak denotes the maximum value and depth identifies the 
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geometric location where it occurred. Positive depth indicates the peak occurred inside 
the pillar and negative depth indicates the peak occurred towards the opening. The 
highest VSCF, HSCF, and SSCF values for RG and IRG geometry occur around 
intersection corners. The peak value for each SCF is located around the edge of the 
opening with the precise location shifting toward the opening or toward the pillar 
depending upon independent variable values. It can be seen that VSCF, HSCF, and SSCF 
peak values tend to be higher for IRG than for RG.   
 
VSCF Analysis: The presence of weak floor had a significant effect on VSCF values only 
in the non-linear analysis.  With the linear analysis, peak VSCF values for weak floor 
models were nearly the same as those for strong floor models, but they were located 
deeper into the pillar. Since results were similar for both strong and weak floor models, 
only weak floor models are reported for linear analysis models. Peak VSCF values for 
IRG were 35% higher (on average) than RG for all linear models in cross-section CC’ 
(see Figure 63).  However, for non-linear analyses, peak VSCF was only 5% greater (on 
average) for IRG than for RG. Along cross-sections AA’ and BB’, peak VSCF values 
were lower for IRG than for RG. This was because pillar corners in the IRG had been 
trimmed and no longer contained sharp corners.  Although IRG had a larger effective 
diagonal span than RG, geometry at corners lowered peak VSCF values significantly. For 
linear models, peak VSCF values for RG occur 4.5 inches within the pillar, and peak 
VSCF values for IRG occur at different depths inside the pillar ranging from 1.2 inches to 
2 feet because of irregular pillar size and shape. In contrast, for non-linear models, peak 
VSCF values for RG occur 7.5 feet inside the pillar when weak floor is present and 18 
feet inside the pillar when there is competent floor; and peak VSCF values for IRG occur 
about 13 feet inside the pillar with and without weak floor. IRG pillars along cross-
section CC’ resulted in peak VSCF values being much smaller than what was intuitively 
expected; however, one pillar did not have all corners trimmed.  Linear and non-linear 
analyses of this untrimmed IRG pillar indicated that VSCF values at the untrimmed 
corner (Models FI5 and FI7, respectively) are higher than VSCF values for the same RG 
pillar (Models FI1 and FI3, respectively).  The peak VSCF is about 4.2 for linear analysis 
of IRG (see Figure 63).  This is expected due to the acute angle in the IRG in conjunction 
with the increase in entry span in the IRG. 
 
HSCF Analysis: HSCF-XX and HSCF-YY values were similar for RG and IRG; 
however, for linear analysis of IRG, peak HSCF values in both directions were located 
into the entry rather than into the pillar, while for non-linear analysis of IRG, peak HSCF 
values occur deep into the pillar approaching the center (see Figure 64).  
 
SSCF Analysis: Peak SSCF-XY values were generally located outside the pillar or near 
the pillar edge for both RG and IRG. Locations of peak SSCF values varied from 9 feet 
outside the pillar to 9 feet inside the pillar.  The peak SSCF value for RG using linear 
analysis was located about 0.65 feet into the opening for Pillars R and Q and 7 feet into 
the opening for Pillars P and S. This difference is a result of the horizontal stress field. 
Horizontal stress in the X-direction is 1.7 times greater than horizontal stress in the Y-
direction. For IRG using linear analysis, peak SSCF-XY values were located 1 foot into 
the opening for Pillar Q, 0.5 feet inside the pillar for Pillar R, and 9 feet into the opening 
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for Pillars P and S.  Similar data for non-linear analysis showed location of the peak 
value to be 0.35 feet into the pillar for RG and about 2 feet inside the pillar for IRG. Peak 
values of SSCF-XZ for linear analysis were located about 0.35 feet inside the pillar for 
RG. Similar data for IRG was 1 foot into the entry for Pillars P and Q, 0.5 feet inside the 
pillar for Pillar R and 2 feet inside the pillar for Pillar S. Peak values of SSCF-XZ for 
non-linear analysis were located 12.35 feet inside the pillar for RG Pillars R and Q and 
3.35 feet inside the pillar for RG Pillars P and S; and averaged 9.5 feet inside the pillar 
for IRG (see Figure 65). 
 
Analysis of Displacements: With elastic analysis, vertical displacement around the center 
of the intersection is small for both geometries. Maximum vertical displacement occurs at 
the center of the intersection for all eight models and varied 1.8 to 2.5 inches for linear 
analysis of RG and IRG. These values were dependent upon weak floor. For non-linear 
analysis, maximum vertical displacement was 0.45 inches for RG and 0.5 inches for IRG 
(see Figure 66). Displacement in the X-direction was much greater for non-linear 
analyses with 0.24 inches for RG and IRG using linear analysis and 1.8 inches for the 
non-linear analysis. Displacement in the Y-direction was also greater for non-linear 
analyses with maximum values of 0.72 and 0.22 inches for non-linear and linear analyses, 
respectively (see Figure 67). Since the higher principal horizontal stress is in the X-
direction, it would be expected to see higher displacements in the X-direction as shown in 
Figure 68. Figure 69 shows low SF contours of 0.4 for non-linear analysis of IRG while 
similar data for RG is 0.8.  VSCF values were higher for the IRG (about 3.5) than for the 
RG (about 2.5). Peak values for each SCF are located around the edge of the opening or 
pillar; about 6 inches into the entry or pillar. Increasing the span of the intersection 
increases SCF values. SF contours along the edge of IRG were around 0.5, lower than 
around 0.8 for RG. A SF of 1.5 was noted 3.5 feet inside the RG pillar and 4.2 feet inside 
the IRG pillar. Failures are likely to initiate around the edges of intersection pillars. IRG 
intersections are more unstable than the RG intersections due to the increased span of the 
intersection. Sharp corners of RG pillars will gradually yield over time and may behave 
like IRG pillars after a period of time. Trimmed pillar corners in IRG will reduce VSCF 
values upon development; however, the effective diagonal span of the intersection is 
significantly greater and the intersection is much more prone to failure. Figure 70 
illustrates the magnitude of pillar distortion for IRG and RG. 

Numerical Modeling and Analysis of Mine A 7th East Panel Fault Area 
 
Modeling of VSCF and vertical (Z-direction) displacement as the 7th East longwall face 
in Mine A approached the fault, was at the fault, and after it had passed the fault are 
presented in Figures 71-74. Modeling showed additional vertical stress displacement due 
to longwall face advance beginning about 330 feet before the face reaches the major 
fault. Most movement occurs when the longwall face is between 330 and 230 feet of 
reaching the fault. Fault characteristics were assumed and worst-case scenario values 
assigned in developing the model.  
 
Based on modeling results, it was recommended to install supplementary supports in the 
HG entries about 300-350 feet inby the fault zone. Accordingly, steel beams supported by 
Strata PropTM supports were installed in the belt entry (see Figure 32). Wooden cribbing 
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filled gaps between steel beams and the mine roof. As reported previously, the longwall 
successfully mined through the fault zone without any substantial roof control problems 
and it was noted by mine professionals that if additional support measures had not been 
taken, the belt entry roof would have presented major problems.  
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Conclusions 

 
• Macro-level measurements around set-up rooms and development areas 

confirmed that most of the observed ground control problems were related to 
subsidence movement over set-up room areas. 

• Alternate set-up room geometries and other concepts implemented in this study 
are scientifically sound, as well as simple, economic approaches for designing set-
up rooms that are stable and provide a safe environment for workers. 

• Set-up rooms based on off-setting 3-entry mining geometries are technically 
feasible from a ground control and stability point of view. 3-D numerical 
modeling of 3-way intersections led to a modified off-set distance of 45 feet 
between adjacent intersections, which is now a standard practice at the mine. It 
has provided a much safer environment around 3-way intersections. 

• The validated 3-D numerical model developed in this study was a valuable tool 
for the cooperating mine in terms of ground support planning. It provided insights 
into high stress concentration areas and simple approaches to overcome them. 

• To the best of the authors’ knowledge, modeling of faults in development entries 
and effects of an advancing longwall face on deformations around fault planes 
was done for the first time in this study. It was a significant scholarly challenge. 

• Numerical modeling of physically realistic (i.e., irregular geometry) 4-way 
intersections has provided insights on stress distributions that are helping to 
design support systems around such intersections. To the best of the authors’ 
knowledge, this also had never been done before. 

 
Recommendations 
 

• Numerical modeling of mine workings, supported by field performance 
measurements in the mine, were established as viable tools to predict areas of 
concern from a ground control point of view and to identify safe and effective 
approaches to overcome them. This approach should be extended to other 
longwall mining operations in Illinois. 

• Numerical modeling of faults performed in this study was limited to elastic 
analyses only. These need to be extended to non-linear analyses. 

• Additional field experimentation is necessary with 3-entry set-up room geometry 
for MSHA to consider it a viable option in longwall mining. 
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FIGURES 
 

 
Figure 1: Map of Mine A longwall faces oriented N-S (left) and N28°E (right). 

 

 
Figure 2: Mine B 2nd West longwall set-up room instrumentation plan. 

 

 
Figure 3: Typical SP-HP monitoring point installation. 

 

T-junctions 
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Figure 4: Typical horizontal displacement monitoring station. 

 

 
Figure 5: Typical roof-to-floor convergence monitoring station. 

 

 
Figure 6: Monitoring stations in Mine A 6th East panel SR and belt entry. 
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Figure 7: Monitoring stations in Mine A 6th East HG at fault zone. 

 

    
Figure 8: Fault intersecting Mine A 6th East HG belt entry at XC 65. 

 

 
Figure 9: Mine A 7th East HG monitoring stations located around fault zone (XC48-56). 
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Figure 10: Mine A 7th East fault profile (XC48-51). 

 

 
Figure 11: Mine A 7th East HG monitoring stations around fault zone (XC70-74).  

 

 
Figure 12: Mine geologist rendering of Mine A 7th East #2 entry fault profile (XC71-72). 
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Figure 13: Mine A 7th East SR monitoring station locations. 

 

 
Figure 14: Area of influence around mined-out area and typical longwall panel geometry.  

 

 
Figure 15: Plan view of modeled cross-sections for a typical longwall panel geometry. 
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Figure 16: Gob load behavior – modeling versus field observations. 

 

 
    (a)      (b) 

Figure 17: (a) 3-D numerical element model, and (b) stress application.  
 

 

Figure 18: Area view of typical 4-way (top) and 3-way (bottom) intersections. 
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   (a)      (b) 

Figure 19: (a) Cross-sections AA’, BB’, and CC’ for RG and IRG geometry models, and 
(b) Safety Factor based on HB failure criterion. 

 

 
Figure 20: Mine B 2nd West SR data showing rotational movement towards panel center. 

 

 
   (a)      (b) 

Figure 21: (a) Mine B 2nd West panel CM horizontal movement at station S2 @ 600N, 
and (b) MS-RF convergence in SR as a function of face advance. 
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Figure 22: Horizontal movement during equipment installation – Mine B 2nd West SR. 

 

 
Figure 23: Horizontal movement during initial production – Mine B  2nd West SR. 

 

 
Figure 24: CM roof-to-floor convergence data – Mine B 2nd West SR. 
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Figure 25: Comparison of MS and CM RF convergence data – Mine B 2nd West SR. 

 

 
Figure 26: RF, CR, and SP-HP data recorded in Mine A 6th East SR indicating horizontal 

movement. (Magnitude of movement has been exaggerated for illustration purposes.) 
 

 
Figure 27: Roof movement indicated by RR points in Mine A 6th East HG fault area. 
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Figure 28: Horizontal roof movement seen in Mine A 7th East SR.  

(Magnitude of movement has been exaggerated for illustration purposes.) 
 

 
Figure 29: Mine A 7th East time dependent convergence at Points 11-14. 

 

 
Figure 30: Mine A 7th East convergence over time at Points 1-10. 
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Figure 31: Supplemental supports in 7th East HG belt entry at XC 53 fault zone area. 
 

 
Figure 32: Bent support beam in 7th East HG belt entry. 

 

 

Figure 33:  VSCF along SR (cross-section EE’) after face advance of 40, 60, and 100 ft. 
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Figure 34:  Model G1 VSCF after SR development, 50, 100, and 150 feet of longwall 

face advance (Linear Analysis). 
 

 

Figure 35:  Model G1 yield zones after SR development, 50, 100, and 150 feet of 
longwall face advance (Non-Linear analysis). 
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Figure 36:  VSCF along CC’ – Model G1. 

 

 
Figure 37: VSCF along sections EE’, FF’, and GG’ – Models G1 and G2. 

 

 
Figure 38: Energy stored/dissipated zones: 0, 50, 100, and 150 feet of longwall face 

advance – Model G1. 
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Figure 39: VSCF contours for Model G1 (left) and Model G2 (right). 

 

 
Figure 40:  HSCF-X contours for Model G1 (left) and Model G2 (right). 

 

 
Figure 41: HSCF-Y contour for Model G1 (left) and Model G2 (right). 

 

 
            (a)     (b) 

Figure 42: VSCF – N28°E 4-entry set-up rooms after face advance (a) 30 ft. and (b) 60 ft. 
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         (a)      (b) 

Figure 43: SSCF – N28°E 4-entry SR after (a) 30-ft and (b) 60-ft of face advance. 
 

 
    (a)     (b) 

Figure 44: HSCF – N28°E 4-entry SR after (a) 30-ft and (b) 60-ft of face advance. 
 

 
    (a)     (b) 

Figure 45: SSCF-XY at (a) E-W and (b) N28°E SR orientation. 
 

 
       (a)     (b)    (c) 

Figure 46:  VSCF values after (a) 40-ft, (b) 60-ft, and (c) 100-ft of face advance. 
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Figure 47: VSCF contours for 4-entry and 3-entry T-junction areas. 

 

 
Figure 48: HSCF-Y contours for 4-entry and 3-entry T-junction areas. 

 

 
Figure 49: Comparison of FEM model numerical analysis and field data. 

 

 
Figure 50: VSCF contours for Model G3 (left) and Model G4 (right). 
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Figure 51: HSCF-X contours for Model G3 (left) and Model G4 (right). 

 

 
Figure 52: HSCF-Y contours for Model G3 (left) and Model G4 (right). 

 

 
Figure 53: SSCF-Y contours for Model G3 (left) and Model G4 (right). 

 

 
   (a)    (b)   (c)  

Figure 54: (a) VSCF, (b) HSCF-YY’, and (c) HSCF- XX’ for 3-way intersection        
with 25-ft off-set and 60° XC angle. 
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Figure 55: SCF location for 3-way intersection with 25-ft off-set and 60° XC angle. 

 

 
Figure 56: Safety factor contours for 3-way (left) and 4-way (right) intersection. 

 

 
Figure 57: VSCF values for Models I1 to I4. 
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Figure 58: HSCF-X values for Models I1 to I4. 

 

 
Figure 59: HSCF-Y values for Models  I1 to I4. 

 

 
Figure 60: SSCF-XY values for Models  I1 to I4. 
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  (a)    (b)    (c) 
Figure 61: Failed zone for 3-way intersection with: (a) 25-, (b) 35-, and (c) 45-ft off-set. 

 

 
Figure 62: Failed zones around a 4-way intersection. 

 

 

Figure 63: VSCF values along CC’ for RG and IRG intersections with weak floor. 
 

 
Figure 64:  HSCF values along AA’ in the X-direction for RG and IRG with weak floor. 
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Figure 65: SSCF in X-Z plane along cross-section B-B’ for RG and IRG with weak floor. 
 

 

Figure 66: Vertical displacement along cross-section AA’ with weak floor. 
 

 

Figure 67: Y-direction horizontal displacement along cross-section AA’ with weak floor. 
  

 

Figure 68: X-direction horizontal displacement along cross-section AA’ with weak floor. 
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   (a)      (b) 

Figure 69: Non-linear analysis SF contours for (a) RG and (b) IRG with weak floor. 
 

 
     (a)                                             (b) 

Figure 70: Pillar distortion for (a) RG, and (b) IRG geometries. 
(Note: Distortion is magnified 10 times for visualization.) 

 

 
(a)      (b) 

Figure 71: VSCF for Mine A 7th East panel with face at (a) 500 feet and (b) 330 feet 
before reaching fault. 
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(a)      (b) 

Figure 72: VSCF for Mine A 7th East panel with face (a) at the fault and (b) 100 feet  
after passing the fault.  

 

 
Figure 73: VSCF for Mine A 7th East with face advanced 330 feet after passing the fault. 

 

 
 Figure 74: Z-displacement as Mine A 7th East panel face passes the fault. 
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TABLES 
 

Table 1: Atterberg limits results for 7427-02 core from Mine A 7th East panel. 

Sample Plastic Limit (%) Liquid Limit (%) 
1 17.9 22.1 
2 18.5 25.0 
3 18.2 26.9 

Mean 18.2 24.7 
 

Table 2: MS data points in Mine B 2nd West panel. 
Point ID Point Type Location Date Installed 

RR2 - 000 RR Room 2 @ 000 XC-0 12/15/2011 
RR2 - 150 RR Room 2 @ 150 XC-1 12/15/2011 
RR2 - 600 RR Room 2 @ 600 XC-4 12/21/2011 
RR2 - 750 RR Room 2 @ 750 XC-5 12/28/2011 
RR3 - 150 RR Room 3 @ 150 XC-1 12/15/2011 
RR3 - 600 RR Room 3 @ 600 XC-4 12/21/2011 

CR 150 CR Room 1 @ 150 XC-1 12/15/2011 
CR 300 CR Room 1 @ 300 XC-2 12/21/2011 
CR 450 CR Room 1 @ 450 XC-3 12/21/2011 
CR 600 CR Room 1 @ 600 XC-4 12/28/2011 
CR 750 CR Room 1 @ 750 XC-5 1/5/2012 

RF 150N RF Room 1 @ 150 XC-1 12/15/2011 
RF 300N RF Room 1 @ 300 XC-2 12/21/2011 
RF 450N RF Room 1 @ 450 XC-3 12/21/2011 
RF 600N RF Room 1 @ 600 XC-4 12/28/2011 
RF 750N RF Room 1 @ 750 XC-5 1/5/2012 
HP150R1 HP Room 1 @ 150 XC-1 12/15/2011 
HP300R1 HP Room 1 @ 300 XC-2 12/15/2011 
HP450R1 HP Room 1 @ 450 XC-3 12/21/2011 
HP600R1 HP Room 1 @ 600 XC-4 12/28/2011 
HP750R1 HP Room 1 @ 750 XC-5 1/5/2012 

SP-HP100R1 SP-HP Room 1 @ 150 XC-0-1 12/15/2011 
SP-HP150R1 SP-HP Room 1 @ 150 XC-1 12/15/2011 
SP-HP234R1 SP-HP Room 1 @ 234 XC-1-2 12/21/2011 
SP-HP328R1 SP-HP Room 1 @ 328 XC-2-3 12/21/2011 
SP-HP440R1 SP-HP Room 1 @ 440 XC-4 12/28/2011 
SP-HP460R1 SP-HP Room 1 @ 460 XC-4 12/21/2011 
SP-HP525R1 SP-HP Room 1 @ 525 XC-3-4 12/28/2011 
SP-HP675R1 SP-HP Room 1 @ 675 XC-4-5 12/28/2011 
SP-HP750R1 SP-HP Room 1 @ 750 XC-5 1/5/2012 
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Table 3: CM monitoring stations in Mine B 2nd West panel. 
Station ID Type Location Date Installed 

S1 RF Room 1 @ 6+00 1/12/2012 
S2 HP Room 1 @ 6+00 1/12/2012 
S3 RF Room 1 @ 4+50 1/12/2012 
S4 HP Room 1 @ 4+50 1/12/2012 
S5 RF Room 1 @ 7+50 1/12/2012 
S6 HP Room 1 @ 7+50 1/12/2012 
S7 RF Room 1 @ 9+00 1/12/2012 
S8 HP Room 2 @ 4+10 1/25/2012 
S9 RF Room 2 @ 4+10 1/25/2012 
S10 RF Room 2 @ 6+00 1/25/2012 
S11 HP Room 2 @ 6+00 1/25/2012 
S12 HP Room 2 @ 7+10 1/25/2012 
S13 RF Room 2 @ 7+10 1/25/2012 
S14 RF Room 2 @ 8+25 1/25/2012 
S15 HP Room 2 @ 8+25 1/25/2012 

 
Table 4: Monitoring stations in Mine A 6th East SR. 

Point Type Station ID Location Date Installed 
HP-SP and RF 1 Room 4 @ 965N 

05/09/2012 

HP-SP 2 Room 4 @ 905N 
HP-SP 3 Room 4 @ 700N 

HP-SP and RF 4 Room 4 @ 755N 
HP-SP 5 Room 4 @ 690N 
HP-SP 6 Room 4 @ 630N 
HP-SP 7 Room 4 @ 525N 

HP-SP and RF 8 Room 4 @ 480N 
HP-SP and RF 9 Room 4 @ 315N 

HP-SP 10 Room 4 @ 241N 
HP-SP and RF 11 Room 4 @ 150N 

RF RF- R3-13+25 Room 3 @ 1325N 05/25/2012 
CR CR1 Room 3 @ 150N 

05/15/2012 
CR CR2 Room 3 @ 330N 
CR CR3 Room 3 @ 480N 
CR CR4 Room 3 @ 630N 
CR CR5 Room 3 @ 755N 

05/25/2012 
CR CR6 Room 3 @ 1055N 
RF RF1-XC 75 HG belt entry XC75 

06/07/2012 
RF RF2-XC 74 HG belt entry XC74 
RF RF3-XC 73 HG belt entry XC73 
RF RF4-XC 72 HG belt entry XC72 
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Table 5: Monitoring stations at major fault zone intersecting Mine A 6th East HG entries. 
Point ID Location Date Installed 

RF1 E3- XC 65-66 @ 8905E 7/5/2012 
RF2 E3 - XC 65  7/5/2012 
RF3 E3 - XC 64  7/5/2012 
RF4 E3 - XC 63 7/5/2012 
RF5 E3 - XC 62 7/5/2012 
RF6 E3 - XC 61 7/5/2012 
RF7 E3 - XC 60 7/5/2012 
RF8 E3 - XC 59 7/5/2012 

RF10 E2 - XC 65 7/13/2012 
RF11 E2 - XC 64 7/13/2012 
RF12 E2 XC - 61-62 7/13/2012 
RF13 E2 XC - 62-63 7/13/2012 
RR1 E2 - XC 67 @ 9180E 7/11/2012 
RR2 E1 - XC 66 @ 9080E 7/11/2012 
RR3 E1 - XC 64-65 @ 8800E 7/11/2012 
RR4 E1 - XC 63-64 @ 8700E 7/11/2012 

 
Table 6: Monitoring stations in Mine A 7th East HG entries. 

Point Type and ID Location Date installed 
RF1 E3 XC48 @ 6420 

8/10/2012 RF2 E3 XC49-50 @ 6554 
RF3 E3 XC 50 @ 6667 

RF4 - RR1 E3 XC 51 @ 6790 8/10 - 8/15/2012 
RR5 E2 XC 51 @ 6791 8/10/2012 

RF5 - RR4 E3 XC 52 @ 6880 8/10 - 8/15/2012 
RF6 E3 XC 52-53 @ 6960 8/10/2012 

RF7 - RR2 E3 XC 53 @ 7095 
8/10 - 8/15/2012 

RF8 - RR3 E3 XC 54 @ 7215 
RF9 E3 XC55 @ 7375 

8/10/2012 
RF10 E3 XC56 @ 7510 
RR6 E3 XC 71 8/15/2012 
RF11 XC70-71 9525E 

8/10/2012 
RF12 XC71-72 9690E 
RF13 XC72-73 9800E 
RF14 XC73 9875E 
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Table 7: Monitoring stations in Mine A 7th East SR. 
Point type and ID Location Date installed 

RR1 R1 XC 9 @ 1214N 

11/14/2012 

RR2 R1-2 XC 9 @ 1214N 
RR3 R2 XC 7 @ 920N 
RR4 R1 XC 7 @ 920N 
RR5 R1-2 XC 7 @ 920N 
RR6 R1-2 XC5 @ 680N 
RR7 R1-2 XC 5 @ 680N 
RR8 R1-2 XC5 @ 680N 
RR9 R1-2 XC4 @ 500N 

RR10 R2 XC 3 @ 400N 
RR11 R1 XC 3 @ 400N 
RR12 R1-2 XC2 @ 250N 
CR1 R1-2 TG E1 

HP-SP 1 R4 XC 1 @ 150N 

12/7/2012 

HP-SP 2 R4 XC 2 @ 250N 
HP-SP 3 R4 XC 3 @ 370N 
HP-SP 4 R4 XC 4 @ 500N 
HP-SP 5 R4 XC 5 @ 630N 
HP-SP 6 R4 XC 6 @ 760N 
HP-SP 7 R4 XC 9 @ 1184N 
HP-SP 7a R4 XC 7 @ 890N 
HP-SP 8 R4 XC 10 @ 1334N 

 
Table 8: Comparison of numerical analysis and field data in Mine B 2nd West panel. 

Location Field Data 
(in) 

Numerical 
Analysis (in) 

Difference 
(%) 

T-junction bleeder entry 0.22 0.18 22.2 
Tailgate entry room 2 0.40 0.30 32.9 

Set-up room gate entry T-junction 0.30 0.36 -16.5 
Middle set-up room – bleeder entry 0.20 0.24 -16.4 

  
Table 9: Matrix of 3-way and 4-way intersection models analyzed. 

Model Type of Analysis Failure Criteria Description 
I1 Linear - α=60°, 3W, 25 ft. off-set 
I2 Linear - α=60°, 3W, 35 ft. off-set 
I3 Linear - α=60°, 3W, 45 ft. off-set 
I4 Linear - α=90°, 4W 
I5 Non-Linear HB α=60°, 3W, 25 ft. off-set 
I6 Non-Linear HB α=60°, 3W, 35 ft. off-set 
I7 Non-Linear HB α=60°, 3W, 45 ft. off-set 
I8 Non-Linear HB α=90°, 4W 
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Table 10: Rock mass properties used for intersection modeling. 

Parameters 
Young’s 
Modulus 

(psi) 
Poisson’s 

Ratio 
Tensile 

Strength 
(psi) 

Friction 
Angle 
(deg.) 

Cohesion 
(psi) m s σc  

(psi) RMR 

Black Shale 99,931 0.3 65.3 25 653 1.353 0.002 2,973 23-44 
Coal 149,969 .32 65.3 26 653 1.353 0.32 2,495 44 

Gray Shale 299,938 0.27 145 27 943 2.865 0.02 5,003 65 
Good 

Limestone 699,952 0.18 217.6 25 1741 7 1.00 14,938 85-90 

Weak 
Limestone 435,113 0.22 145 30 1160 4.1 0.19 7,499 65-85 

Weak Shale 74,985 0.35 50.7 20 435 1.353 0.002 2,495 23-44 
Shale 299,938 0.27 145 27 943 2.865 0.02 5,003 65 

Claystone 30,022 0.35 9.9 20 131 0.64 0.0002 72,664 23-44 
Cohesion 29 psi 

Angle of internal friction 25 degrees 
Ks 8.84 x106 psi/in 
Kn 8.84 x106 psi/in 

 
Table 11: Relationship between rock mass quality and material constants.[5][12] 
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Table 12: Matrix of field intersection models analyzed. 
Model Weak Floor Type of Analysis Geometry 

FI1 Yes Linear Regular 
FI2 No Linear Regular 
FI3 Yes Hoek-Brown Regular 
FI4 No Hoek-Brown Regular 
FI5 Yes  Linear Irregular 
FI6 No Linear Irregular 
FI7 Yes Hoek-Brown Irregular 
FI8 No Hoek-Brown Irregular 

 
Table 13: Cumulative crib rosette (CR) movement – Mine B 2nd West panel. 
Point A to B A to C  A to D B to C B to D C to D 

CR 150 0.0625 0.1563 0.0625 0.1250 0.0625 0.0625 
CR 300 -0.0313 -0.0313 0.0938 -0.0313 0.0000 -0.4688 
CR 450 0.0000 -0.0625 0.0000 -0.0625 0.0313 0.0000 
CR 600 0.0938 0.0000 -0.0625 -0.1250 -0.0938 0.0000 
CR 750 0.0625 0.1875 0.0313 -0.0625 0.0313 0.4375 

 
Table 14: Cumulative roof bolt rosette (RR) movement – Mine B 2nd West panel. 

Point ID A to B A to C A to D B to C B to D C to D 

RR2 - 000 -0.0313 0.0000 -0.1800 0.0625 -0.0625 -0.1800 
RR2 - 150 0.2500 0.0000 -0.0625 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
RR2 - 600 0.0625 -0.0313 -0.0625 0.0000 -0.0625 0.0000 
RR2 - 750 0.0000 -0.0625 0.0000 0.0625 -0.0625 -0.0625 
RR3 - 150 0.0625 0.0625 0.0625 0.1250 0.0625 0.0625 
RR3 - 600 0.0000 -0.5000 0.0625 -0.0625 -0.1250 -0.1250 

 
Table 15:  Horizontal movement indicated by SP-HP points – Mine B 2nd West panel. 

 
Point ID 

Magnitude and direction (inch) 
East West North  South 

SP-HP100R1 0.3125     0.2190 
SP-HP150R1 0.0470   0.0313   
SP-HP234R1 0.4060   0.0000   
SP-HP328R1 0.8440   0.2190   
SP-HP440R1 0.2500   0.1560   
SP-HP460R1 0.4380   0.0630   
SP-HP525R1 0.5000   0.0310   
SP-HP675R1 0.2500     0.0310 
SP-HP750R1   0.2190   0.0000 
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Table 16: Horizontal distance and direction recorded at HP points – Mine B 2nd West. 
Point ID Direction and distance (inch) 
HP150R1 East - 0.125 
HP300R1 East - 0.125 
HP450R1 East - 0.813 
HP600R1 West - 0.219 
HP750R1 West - 0.125 

 
Table 17: Manually collected RF convergence data Mine B 2nd West set-up rooms. 

RF Point Convergence (inch) 
Installation to Feb 9 Installation to Jan 18 

RF 150N 0.8125 0.250 
RF 300N 0.6562 0.125 
RF 450N 0.3125 0.250 
RF 600N 0.7500 0.125 
RF 750N 0.03125 0.000 

 
Table 18: Horizontal roof displacement recorded in Mine A 6th East set-up rooms. 

 
Point ID 

Direction and Displacement (inch) 
HG (NE) TG (SW) Longwall (NW) Solid (SE) 

1 0.09375     0.09375 
2   0.25000   0.15625 
3 0.59375   0.18750   
4 0.09375   0.21875   
5 0.03125   0.12500   
6   0.03125 0.21875   
7   0.09375 0.03125   
8   0.09375 0.18750   
9 0.06250   0.15625   
10   0.00000 0.03125   
11 0.03125   0.09375   

 
Table 19: Cumulative crib rosette movement – Mine A 6th east longwall set-up rooms. 

Point ID A to B A to C A to D B to C B to D C to D 
CR1 E3 150N 0.00000 0.06250 0.15625 0.00000 0.03125 0.00000 
CR2 E3 330N -0.15625 -0.12500 0.06250 -0.06250 0.03125 -0.06250 
CR3 E3 480N -0.06250 -0.03125 -0.03125 -0.03124 0.00000 0.00000 
CR4 E3 630N 0.00000 0.12500 0.25000 0.00000 0.06250 -0.68750 
CR5 E3 755N -0.09375 0.06250 0.06250 0.09375 0.00000 0.06250 
CR6 E3 1055N 0.18750 0.03125 0.06250 0.09375 0.06250 0.03125 
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Table 20: Cumulative RF convergence – Mine A 6th East HG entry/fault area. 
Point ID Location Convergence (inch) 

RF1 E3 – XC 72 0.093 
RF2 E3 – XC 73 0.04 
RF3 E3 – XC 74 0.336 
RF4 E3 – XC 75 0.138 

1 E3 - XC 65-66 @ 89+05 0.814 
2 E3 - XC 65 (reinstall 7/13) 0.035 
3 E3 - XC 64 (reinstall 7/13) 0.710 
4 E3 - XC 63 0.614 
5 E3 - XC 62 0.139 
6 E3 - XC 61 0.125 
7 E3 - XC 60 0.092 
8 E3 - XC 59 -0.876 
10 E2 - XC 65 0.986 
11 E2 - XC 64 n/a 
12 E2 XC - 61-62 0.036 
13 E2 XC - 62-63 0.113 

 
Table 21: Mine A 7th East horizontal movement (inch) in SR bleeder entry.  

Point ID Face (west) TG (south) 
1 0.15625 -0.06250 
2 0.03125 0.18750 
3 0.12500 0.25000 
4 0.09375 -0.18750 
5 0.0625 0.00000 
6 0.15625 0.46875 
7 0.06250 0.00000 

7A 0.21875 0.00000 
8 -0.46875 0.30000 

 
Table 22: Mine A 7th East RF convergence in HG belt entry. 

Point ID Location Convergence (inch) 
1 E3 XC 48 @ 6420 0.9230 
2 E3 Inby XC 49 @ 6554 0.8690 
3 E3 XC 50 @ 6667 0.4870 
4 E3 XC 51 @ 6790 0.4150 
5 E3 XC 52 @ 6880 0.4670 
6 E3 XC 52-53 @ 6960 0.2190 
7 E3 XC 53 @ 7095 0.3020 
8 E3 XC 54 @ 7215 0.1210 
9 E3 XC 55 @ 7375 0.5130 
10 E3 XC 56 @ 7510 0.1020 
11 XC 70-71 9525E 0.1895 
12 XC 71-72 9690E 0.1465 
13 XC 72-73 9800E 0.0530 
14 XC 73 9875E 0.0758 
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Table 23: Location and values of peak VSCF for Models I1-I4. 

Cross-
Section 

VSCF 
3-W, 25-ft Off-set 3-W, 35-ft Off-set 3-W, 45-ft Off-set 4-Way 

SCF x/H0 SCF x/H0 SCF x/H0 SCF x/H0 
AA’ 3.0 -0.25 2.8 -0.25 2.65 -0.25 3.5 -0.5 
BB’ 2.6 0.6 2.5 0.6 2.4 0.6 3.5 -0.5 
CC’ 3.2 -0.15 3.15 -0.15 2.95 -0.15 3.5 -0.5 
DD’ 3.2 -0.25 3.05 -0.25 3.85 -0.25 3.5 -0.5 

 
 

Table 24: Location and values of peak HSCF-X for Models I1-I4. 

Cross-
Section 

HSCF-X (E-W) 
3-W, 25-ft Off-set 3-W, 35-ft Off-set 3-W, 45-ft Off-set 4-Way 

SCF x/H0 SCF x/H0 SCF x/H0 SCF x/H0 
AA’ 2.72 0.2 2.6 0.2 2.4 0.2 2.25 0.1 
BB’ 2.9 0.61 2.9 0.61 2.9 0.61 2.25 0.1 
CC’ 2.75 0.1 2.7 0.1 2.65 0.1 2.25 0.1 
DD’ 2.85 0.2 2.7 0.2 2.6 0.2 2.25 0.1 
 
 

Table 25: Location and value of peak HSCF-Y for Models I1-I4. 

Cross-
Section 

HSCF-Y (N-S) 
3-W, 25-ft Off-set 3-W, 35-ft Off-set 3-W, 45-ft Off-set 4-Way 

SCF x/H0 SCF x/H0 SCF x/H0 SCF x/H0 
AA’ 1.7 0.2 1.65 0.2 1.6 0.1 1.4 -0.2 
BB’ 1.65 0.55 1.63 0.55 1.52 0.55 1.4 -0.2 
CC’ 1.53 0.15 1.52 0.15 1.51 0.15 1.4 -0.2 
DD’ 1.7 0.2 1.65 0.2 1.6 0.2 1.4 -0.2 

 
 

Table 26: Location and value of peak SSCF-XY for Models I1-I4. 

Cross-
Section 

SSCF-XY 
3-W, 25-ft Off-set 3-W, 35-ft Off-set 3-W, 45-ft Off-set 4-Way 

SCF x/H0 SCF x/H0 SCF x/H0 SCF x/H0 
AA’ 0.38 -0.3 0.38 -0.3 0.38 -0.3 0.27 -0.65 
BB’ 0.26 -0.2 0.25 -0.2 0.23 -0.3 0.27 -0.65 
CC’ 0.25 -0.1 0.25 -0.1 0.25 -0.1 0.27 -0.65 
DD’ 0.25 -0.55 0.25 -0.55 0.25 -0.55 0.27 -0.65 
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Table 27: Peak SCF values and their location in all pillars along cross-sections. 

Model VSCF HSCF-XX HSCF-YY SSCF-XY SSCF-XZ SSCF-YZ 
Peak  Depth  Peak  Depth  Peak  Depth  Peak  Depth Peak  Depth  Peak  Depth 

A to A’ Pillar P 
FI1 2.36 0.4 2.35 0.4 1.75 0.4 0.33 -7.2 0.62 0.4 -0.51 0.4 
FI2 2.26 0.4 2.27 0.4 1.68 0.4 0.3 -7.0 0.6 0.4 -0.5 0.4 
FI3 1.87 8.0 1.8 31.0 1.32 26.0 -0.37 0.4 0.29 3.3 -0.28 3.3 
FI4 1.92 14.0 1.85 29.0 1.37 25.0 -0.37 0.4 0.26 3.3 -0.26 3.3 
FI5 2.50 1.0 2.3 -1.0 2.05 -1.0 0.31 -9.0 0.54 -1.0 -0.7 -1.0 
FI6 2.50 1.0 2.25 -1.0 2 -1.0 0.31 -9.0 0.51 -1.0 -0.69 -1.0 
FI7 2.01 8.0 1.86 29.0 1.33 26.0 -0.28 1.0 0.33 9.0 -0.32 2.0 
FI8 2.00 11.0 1.9 26.0 1.38 25.0 -0.27 1.0 0.31 9.0 -0.3 1.0 

A to A’ Pillar S 
FI1 2.36 0.4 2.35 0.4 1.75 0.4 0.33 -7.2 -0.62 0.4 0.51 0.4 
FI2 2.26 0.4 2.27 0.4 1.68 0.4 0.3 -7.0 -0.6 0.4 0.5 0.4 
FI3 1.87 8.0 1.8 31.0 1.32 26.0 -0.38 0.4 -0.29 3.3 0.28 3.3 
FI4 1.92 14.0 1.85 29.0 1.37 25.0 -0.38 0.4 -0.26 3.3 0.26 3.3 
FI5 2.6 2.0 2.25 2.0 2.3 -1.0 0.31 -9.0 -0.26 2.0 0.96 2.0 
FI6 2.82 2.0 2.7 2.0 2.226 -1.0 0.31 -9.0 -0.18 2.0 0.98 2.0 
FI7 2.09 10.0 1.86 27.0 1.31 26.0 -0.23 1.0 -0.28 9.0 0.38 2.0 
FI8 2.08 15.0 1.92 27.0 1.37 26.0 -0.24 1.0 -0.27 9.0 0.35 1.0 

B to B’ Pillar R 
FI1 2.69 0.4 2.67 0.4 2.1 0.4 0.9 -0.7 0.78 2.6 0.69 0.4 
FI2 2.47 0.4 2.52 0.5 1.96 0.4 0.83 -0.7 0.73 2.4 0.64 0.4 
FI3 1.81 7.3 1.9 35.3 1.54 35.3 0.44 0.4 0.41 1.3 0.28 0.4 
FI4 1.92 18.0 1.94 35.3 1.56 35.3 0.41 0.4 0.38 1.2 0.28 0.4 
FI5 2.76 0.6 3.31 0.5 2.64 0.5 0.74 0.5 0.98 3.2 0.79 0.5 
FI6 2.67 0.5 3.17 0.4 2.53 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.93 3.1 0.78 0.5 
FI7 1.9 13.5 1.95 33.5 1.56 33.5 0.26 4.5 0.42 1.4 0.31 1.5 
FI8 2.01 14.5 1.97 33.5 1.57 33.5 0.25 4.5 0.39 1.3 0.31 1.5 

B to B’ Pillar Q 
FI1 2.69 0.4 2.67 0.4 2.1 0.4 0.9 -0.7 -0.78 -2.6 -0.69 0.4 
FI2 2.47 0.4 2.52 0.4 1.96 0.4 0.83 -0.7 -0.73 -2.4 -0.64 0.4 
FI3 1.81 7.5 1.9 35.3 1.54 35.3 0.44 0.4 -0.41 -1.3 -0.28 0.4 
FI4 1.92 17.9 1.94 35.3 1.56 35.3 0.4 0.4 -0.38 -1.2 -0.28 0.4 
FI5 2.39 0.1 3.1 -1.0 2.33 -1.0 0.82 -1.0 -1.36 -4.5 -0.75 -1.0 
FI6 2.31 0.1 2.96 -1.0 2.25 -1.0 0.77 -1.0 -0.81 -2.7 -0.69 -1.0 
FI7 1.92 13.5 1.88 24.0 1.56 24.0 0.22 3.5 -0.44 -1.4 -0.28 0.1 
FI8 2.01 13.0 1.94 24.0 1.6 24.0 0.23 3.0 -0.4 -1.3 -0.27 0.1 
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